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MISSION INDIANS, STATE OP CALIFORNIA. 
AUGUST 18, 1888.-C0mmitted to the Committee of the Whole House and ordered to be 
printed. 
Mr. SHIVELY, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, submitted the 
following 
REPORT: 
[To accompany bill S. 2.] 
The Committee on Indian Affairs, having had under consideration the 
bill (S. 2) for the relief of the 1t-'Iission Indians of California, report the 
sam~ favorably, with the following amendment suggested and recom-
mended by the Secretary of the Interior, to be inserted as an additional 
section after section 5: 
Amendment to Senate bill No. 2, to follow section 5. 
SEC. 6. That previous to the issuance of a patent for any reservation as provided in 
section 3 of this act the Secretary of the Interior ma:Y authorize any citizen of the 
United States, firm, or corporation to construct a flume, ditch, canal, pipe, or other 
appliances for the conveyance of water over, across, or through such reservation for 
·agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, and may grant a right of way for rail 
or other roads through such reservation: Provided, That any individual, firm, or cor-
poration oeairing such privilege shall first give bond to the United States, in such sum 
as may be required by the Secretary of the Interior, with good and sufficient sureties, 
for the performance of such conditions and stipulations as said Secretary may require 
as a condition precedent to the granting of such authority: And p~·ovided further, That 
this act shall not authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant a right of way to 
any ra.ilroad company through any reservation for a longer distance than ten miles. 
And any patent issued for any reservation upon which such privilege has been g:rf.1nted, 
or for any allotment therein, sha)l be subject to such privilege, right of way, or ease-
ment. Subsequent to the issuance of any tribal patent, or of any individual trust pat-
ent as provided in section 5 of this act, any citizen of the United States, firm, or cor-
poration may contract with the tribe, band, or individual for whose use and benefit 
any lands are held in trust by the United States, for the right to construct a flume, 
ditch, canal, pipe, or other appliances for the conveyance of water over, across, or 
through such lands, which contract shall not be valid unless approved by the Secre-
tary of the Interior under such conditions as he may see fit to impose. 
Your committee adopting the language of Senate report find that 
"the history of the Mission Indians for a century may be written in 
four words: conversion, civilization, neglect, outrage. The conversion 
and civilization were the work of the mission fathers previous to our ac-
quisition of California; the neglect and outrage have been mainly our 
own. Justice and humanity alike demand the immediate action of Gov-
ernment io preserve for their occupation the fragments of land not 
already taken from them." 
The Senate report is appended hereto, marked Appendix No.2.· 
The correspondence relative to the amendment proposed in this re-
port is herewith submitted, marked Appendix No.1. 
Your committee recommend that the amendment as proposed do pass. 
APPENDIX No. 1. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, June 16, 1888. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a draught of a section, in the nature of an 
amendment which the Commissioner of India-n Affairs presents for insertion in the 
hill (S. 2) entitled "A bill for the relief of the Mission Indians in the State of Cali-
. fornia," by which it is proposed to confer authority upon the Secretary of the Interior 
to grant permission for the construction of irrigating ditches, flumes, or pipes through 
the MiSsion reservations, and to grant the right of way for short lines of railway 
across such reservations, together with copy ofi·eport of 11th instant with its accom-
panying papers, from the 0ommissioner, transmitting the same to the Department, 
wherein are set out fully the facts and circumstances which in his opinion render the 
enactment of the proposed legislation necessary. 
The Commissioner states that as far as his office is advised, the Indians will be 
benefited by such enterprises as the proposed legislation is designed to authorize; and 
he recommends that it receive the favorable com,ideration of the committee, and that 
action be taken upon the bill as early as practicable. 
The affairs of the Mission Indians, especially the status and condition of their reser-
vation or land estate, all of which is more fnlly shown in Senate Executive Document 
49, of the Forty-eighth Congress, first session, are such as to urgently require the en-
actment of some proper measure of legislation for their relief. The bill, S. 2, which 
has passed the Senate of the present Congress, and is now before your committee, is 
similar to the bill for the relief of these Indians which also passed the Senate in the 
last Congress but failed to pass the House, although favorably reported upon by the 
House Committee on Indian Affairs. 
I most earnestly recommend that this matter may receive early consideration and 
action by your committee and by Congress, and that the new facts on the subject 
presented by the Commissioner in the accompanying papers may have your careful 
attention with the view to the incorporation of such proper amendment in the bill 
now pending as will provide adequate authority for all such propN' and necessary 
measures as those suggested. 
Very respectfully, 
The CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
WM. F. VILAS, 
Secretary. 
House of Representatives. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, June 11, 1888. 
Sm: Under date of August 8, 1887, the San Diego Flume Company, of California, 
was informed by this office, in reply to its application, that permission could not be 
granted for said company to cross the Capitan Grande Indian Reservation in order 
to conduct water across said r(lservation to supply the city of San Diego and reclaim 
lands in its vicinity. 
December 23, 1887, Agent Preston was directed to notify this company or any other 
that might be constructing ditches or flumes on the reservation that the work must 
immediately cease unless satisfactory arrangements could be made whereby the 
Indians could be supplied with a sufficient quantity of water, and that it must be 
constructed so that no damage would be done to the Indians. 
January 20, 1888, Agent Preston submitted a report of his proceedings in the mat-
ter accompanied by a contract between the San Diego Flume Company and Agent 
Preston on·behalf of the United States. 
By this contract the company agreed to pay the sum of $100 per mile for the 13 
miles within the reservation traversed by its flume, and to furnish, at its own expense 
and at such places and points along said flume and at and during such times and 
periods as the Indians thereon may desire or the Indian agent may request, an 
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ample and sufficient supply and quantity of water for the use of said Indians for 
agricultural or other purposes. 
The agent, on behalf of the United States, grants to said company the sole right, 
title, use, and enjoyment of the reservoir, head works, etc., and a right of way 
through the reservation, reserving for the Indians transit for their stock and other 
purposes. 
Agent Preston reports that the Indians will be actually benefited, in his opinion, 
rather than injured by the presence of the flume, as their lands can _be irrigated 
in places where they could not be before the construction of the flume. 
The company has paid into the hands of the agent the sum of $1,300. 
February 20, 1888, Agent Preston transmitted other contracts as follows: 
First. With the ''Garden of Eden Company" and B. B. Barney, for the use and oc-
cupation of a flume already constructed from the Andreas Canon to irrigate lands in 
section 35, township 4 south, range 4 east, Aqua Caliente Reservation. 
These parties are the purchasers of this section and of the flume which was con-
Btructed, as is alleged, partly for the benefit, and with the connivance of, late Agent 
McCallum, while Indian agent. 
They agree to tap their flume at such places as they may be requested to do, and to 
carry such part of the water flowing through said flume and during such times as the 
Indians or their agent may request, not more or less at any one time than 1 inch 
of water under the usual rules for measurement, and in addiLion to pay for the use 
of the Indians for the right of way the sum of $75, the distance being about three-
fourths of a mile. 
The contract contains proper restrictions and conditions. 
As to this contract Agent Preston remarks as follows: 
"This agreement secures to the Indians more water from that stream than they 
had ever been able to have reach them through the sands of the original channel, 
and at the same time have it delivered to them free of costs, whenever desired, as re-
quested, and they get pay for the narrow line over a section of land that was never 
cultivatell, and without this water could never have been cultivated. It also defi-
nitely settles any future trouble, if complied with, and if not, then the rights of the 
company are forfeited. Finally, it is indispensable to the white owner and does not 
injure but will benefit the Indians." 
Second. With the "Palm Valley Land Company." 
This contract recites that said company had located, surveyed, designated, and 
partly constructed a water ditch or canal on or through T. 4 S., R. 4 E., Sees. 3, 10, 
15, 23, 26, and 27, having for its purpose to convey and conduct water from a point 
north of said reservation (Aqua Caliente) through the same to a point south and be-
yond said sections. 
The company, in consideration of the full, free, and exclusive right of way through 
said reservation, with certain other privileges, grants to the Indians a permanent 
water right of 160 acres of land in Sec. 14, T. 4 S., R. 4 E., free of cost, and a like 
right for an additional160 acres on said section whenever the same is needed, or in 
lieu thereofit agrees to pay the sumof$8,000 for the use oftheindians upon demand 
of the agent. . 
It is stipulated that in the event the Indians shall cease.' to occupy the reservation, 
or the lands be restored to the public domain, the rights of the company shall remain 
unimpaired and the rights of the Indians shall revert to the company. 
As to this contract Agent Preston says : 
"I believe, and my opinion is well backed by disinterested men who are in a posi-
tion to know, that 1 have by this means secured to the Indians a very great benefit 
without the deprivation of the least useful right or the sacrifice of the least interest. 
They thus get water from a great way off, which they never before had or would have 
had, and that free of cost of labor; a water right which, between the common white 
dealers, would be estimated at thousands of dollars. * * * If they (the Indians) 
can, by means of this ditch and under this agreement, secure the water thereby to be 
furnished it will indeed be a most fortunate event for them. They see it and are 
anxious to have the benefit of it." 
Third. With the "Palm Dale Railroad Company." 
From the recital in the contract it appears that this company has surveyed and 
located a narrow-gauge or motor railroad line through sections 1, 12, 24, and 25ofT. 
4 S., R. 4 E., Aqua Caliente Reservation, with the view of building and constructing 
a line of railroad through said sections at an early date, the distance being estimated 
as it passes throJgh the reservation at 4 miles, and having for its destination or 
terminus a point on section 25. 
It is agreed that said company shall have the full, free, and exclusive use, enjoy-
ment, possession, and control of the right of way as now located through the sections 
of said reservation before named, and the width of 50 feet on either side and from the 
center of said tract, and shall pay the sum of $100 per mile for the distance of 4 miles. 
According to a diagram submitted by Agent Preston this road starts at Seven Palms, 
in section 251 township 3 north, range 4 east, and runs directly south through the 
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cent'3r of section 36 and sections 1, 12, 13, and 24, township 4 south, range 4 
terminus in section 25 in that township. The only sections in the rAR,Arlm.t.iinndl 
sections 12, 24, and east half of section 25, in township 4.south, range 4 east, 
sections and unsurveyed portions only of said township being reserved. 
The agent states that this company is composed principally of the stockholders 
the Palm Valley Land Company, and says: 
"This little line will prove of great convenience to the Indians, in many 
and of no possible injury to them, unless it be the injury supposed to come 
too near approach and too great familiarity with the whites, which can not now 
prevented on account of the disposition the Government has made to the railroad 
those odd sections." 
Agent Preston also reports that there is a valuable hot spring on section 14, 
ship 4 south, range 4 east, which certain parties desire to utilize for ba.thin 
poses. They propose to erect at their own cost over the waters of the spring a 
modious bathing-house, to be used exclusively by the Indians, and for the use of 
whites another bathing-house near the spring, and to pay the Indians an annuity 
the same, depending in amount upon the increased use of the spring by the influx 
people, etc., beginning the :first year with $100. 
No contract has been submitted. 
This spring is located just across the road from a hotel, which is in section 15, and 
not in the reservation. 
The whole number of Indians on this reservation is reported to be thirty-eight. 
April 6, 1888, Agent Preston transmitted to this office a petition signed by J. M. 
Forquer, J. M. Shearer, and Ben V. Smith, asking the right of way and permission 
to construct a pipe to convey water under or through certain sections in the Portrero 
or Banning Reservation. 
He reports that "the land over which the pipe is to be run is mostly rough and 
mountainous, and the arable part can not be affected because the pipe, by the terms 
proposed, will be sunk under ground at least 18 inches, and. s.o as not to prevent 
cultivation. 
"Again, they allege that water can be developed near their proposed line on the 
reservation, which they propose to develop and make tributary to their pipe, and of-
fer to do this at their own expense, and to divide it equally with the Indians. 
"It is proper to state that no water has ever been obtained or used by the Indians on 
that part of the reservation and probably would never be. This water would bring 
into better use a good tract of land, and thus is offered an actual benefit to the Indians 
without any corresponding inconvenience or injury. In addition to this they pro-
pose to pay $50 per mile for this right of way." 
So far as this office is advised none of the foregoing enterprises can result in any 
damage to the Indians, but on the contrary would be of more or less advantage to 
them. 
The Mission Reservations are unlike other Indian reservations. There are some 
twenty-one of them, the largest containing some 88,000 acres and the smallest 80 
acres. They are situated for the most part in a desert country, where irrigation, ex-
cept in small va1leys along the streams, is difficult and expensive. 
J n some of these reservations the alternate sections are railroad lands and open to 
settlement by whites. 
The lands set apart and reserved for the Indians ought not to stand in the way of 
the development and occupation of the surrounding country, when no interests of the 
Indians can be injured thereby. 
The Department, however, under the opinion of the Attorney-General in the matter 
of an application to construct a ditch on the Lemhi Reservation in Idaho, has no au-
thority to approve the contracts submitted, even if in proper form, and for tbe benefit 
of the Indians and the United States. 
Nor do such contracts seem to be of sufficient importance to require each one to bo 
submit.ted to Congress for special legislation. 
A bill for the relief of the Mission Indians (S. 2) passed the Senate on the 20th of 
March last, and is now before the House Committee on Indian Affairs. · 
It is hoped that this bill will receive favorable consideration at an early date in the 
House, where an amendment might be inserted conferring authority upon the Secre-
tary of the Interior to grant permission for the construction of irrigating ditches, 
flumes, or pipes through the Mission Reservations, and to grant the right of way for 
short lines of railway across such reservations. 
I have accordingly prepared the draught of such an amendment, and have the honor 
to recommend that it be transmitted to the House Committee on Indian Affairs, with 
the request that it receive favorable consideration, and that action be taken upon the 
bill at the earliest possible date. 
I inclose duplicate copies of the papers and of this report. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. D. C. ATKINS, 
The SECRETARY , oF .THE .INTERIOR. Oommislioner. 
APPENDIX N 0. 2. 
Senate Report No. 74, Fiftieth Congress, first session. 
The history of the Mission Indians for a century may be written in 
four words: conversion, civilization, neglect, outrage. The conversion 
and civilization were the work" of the mission fathers previous to our 
acquisition of California; the neglec.t and outrage have been mainly 
our own. Justice and humanity alike demand the immediate action of 
Government to preserve for their occupation the fragments of land not 
already taken from them. Accompanying this report is a letter from 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, giving information of their present 
condition; also, the report of Mrs. Helen Jackson and Mr. Abbot Kin-
ney, giving the results of an investigation into the condition of these 
Indians and making recommendations of measures to be adopted for 
their protection and relief. 
The bill referred to the committee is substantially the bill passed by 
the Senate in the Forty-ninth Congress, and, with certain amendments, 
indicated in the text, is recommended for passage. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0FFIOE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, January 16, 1888. 
DEAR MR. SENATOR: Referring to your verbal inquiry relative to 
the number and extent of the Mission Indian reservations in the State 
of California,-and the numbers of the different bands o(~cupying the. 
same, etc., I have to state that there are 19 existing reservations set 
apart for the use of the Mission Indians, the smallest of which con-
tains 80 acres and the largest 88,475 acres, the total area being some 
160.762 acres. 
The area of each of these reserves is shown on the "diagram of the 
Mission Indian reservations in California," prepared in this office, and 
is also given below. 
(5) 
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The Indians occupying these reservations, according to the last an· 
nual report of this office, number 3,096, divided into four tribes or 
bands as follows : 
Serranos.................................................................... 481 
Dieguenos .••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• .••••• •••• •••••• 8.1)5 
Coahuila ...••.••.•....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _.. • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • 667 
San Luis Rey or San Luisenos ................................................ 1,093 
j --
Total .••••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 3,096 
They are divided among the several reservations (as near as can be 
ascertained from the census reports) as follows: 
.Acres. 
Agua Caliente, or Warner's Ranch .....•••••....•••••...••..•.............. 
(}fb~~~na~i~~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 6~, ~~g: ~~ 
Capitan Grande................................................ 17, 340. 51 
Coahuila .. . . • . . . • .. . • . .. • . . . . . . .. . • . • • • . . . . • . . .. . . • • • ••••.. .• .. 16, 660. 52 
Cosmit......................................................... 80.00 
Inaja . .. . . . . . . . . . .• .... . . . •.•. ...... .. .•.•.. .. .•..•••.. ........ 160.00 
Maron ge, or San Gorgonio..... .• . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 88, 4 75. 32 
Mesa Grande..... .............................................. 120.00 
Mtssiou.. ... .•.. ... .. . ........ .. . .•..••... ...•.•. .•••••.••..... 1, 920.00 
Pala... ................................. .•.•....•..••......••... 160.00 
Portrero .... .. . .... ••....... •...•.. ...... .......•.. .•.•.. ...... 12,164.36 
SanJadnto. .............. ..................................... 3,176.06 
San Luis Rey. ....... .....••..••. .............................. 2, 072.81 
Santa Ysabel................................................... 14,705.53 
Sycuan......................................................... 640.00 
Temecula...................................................... 3, 200.00 
Torras ...................... .................................. 639.00 
























San Luis Rey. 
Serranos. 
Do. 
San Luis Rey. 
Dieguenos.· 
Do. 
San Luis Rey. 
Where the tribe is left bla,nk in the above table (six reservations) it 
has been impossible, from the data at hand, to identify the band or tribe 
occupying the reservation. 
The census reports for 1886 show the following villages of Indians 
not included within reservations, so far as appears from the records: 
La Jolla ......................................................... .. 
Rincon ........................................................... . 
San Ysadro ...................................................... . 
La Puerta ...................................................... .. 
Pauma ........................................................... . 
El Monte ........................................................ . 
t: i~i~~:: :::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Mesa ............................................................. . 
Coyote ........................................................... . 
Ahnanga .................. ·····eo•••······ ....................... . 
LaPuerta deJa Cruz ............................................ . 
~:: ~0~~~~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fo~t~~~:~::: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Indiar..s living at and near Pomona ............................... . 
Riverside ........................................................ . 
~:~ ~~~~~iai~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
No. Tribe. 








42 San Luis Rey. 
23 Dieguenos. 












Mrs. Jackson, in her report dated July 13, 1883 (S. Ex. Doc. No. 49, 
Forty-eighth Congress, first session), says: · 
These Indians are living for the most part in small and isolated villages; some on 
reservations set apart for them by Executive order, some on Government land, and 
Bome upon lands included within the ·boundaries of confirmed Mexican grants. 
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While the reservations, as at present existing, contain an area of 
some 160,000 acres, the agent reports that after a careful examination 
of the land he does not think there is over 5,000 acres of tillable land. 
Much of the best land is included within the limits of private grants. 
In one case (San Jacinto) suit in ejectment has been brought against 
the Indians by the owner of the grant, who has obtained judgment in 
his favor in the lower court, the case being now pending in the sup rem 
court of California on appeal. 
In one or more of the larger reservations the odd sections, now in-
cluded in the reserves, will inure to railroad companies as granted 
lands when the surveys are extended over the townships. 
Much of the land is valueless without irrigation, and the Indians are 
being deprived of. their water rights wherever and whenever the inter-
ests of the whites demand the appropriation of such rights. 
In establishing the reservations, mistakes, either from design or igno-
rance, were. made, so that in many cases the Indian villages were left 
outside and the mountains included in the lands reserved. 
Trespassers have held possession of some of the best portions of the 
reservations. After years of effort this office succeeded during last 
year in securing the removal of most of these parties. 
Some of them have equitable claims, and suits have been brought by 
them for the recovery of the lands from which they were ejected. 
For many years this office has urged upon Congress the necessity of 
having the rights of Indians an<l settlers determined by a commission 
of competent and disinterested persons, wllo could go upon the ground 
and carefully investigate the whole matter, the Indians to be given valid 
titles to such lands as of right belonged to them, or upon which they 
might be locateu by the commission, and all parties to be compensated 
for improvements taken from them. 
Until this is done permanent provision can not be made for these In-
dians, nor can the disputes continually arising between the Government 
and intruders be finally and equitably settled. 
Very truly, yours, 
Hon. 0. H. PLATT, 
United States Senate. 
J. D. 0. ATKINS, 
Oornmissioner. 
Report on the. condition and needs of the Mission Indians. 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO., July 13, 1883. 
SIR: In compliance with our instructions bearing dates November 28, 1882, and 
January 12, 1883, we have the honor to submit to you the following report on the 
subject of the Mission Indians in southern California. 
The term "Mission Indians" dates back over one hundred years, to the time of the 
Franciscan missions in California. It then included all Indians who lived in the 
mission establishments, or were under the care of the Franciscan fathers. Very 
naturally the term has continued to be applied to the descendants of those Indians. 
In the classification of the Indian Bureau, however, it is now used in a somewhat re-
stricted sense, embracing only those Indians living in the three southernmost co.un-
ties of California, and known as Serranos, Cahuillas, San Luisenos, and Dieguinos; 
the last two na.mes having evidently come from the names of the southernmost two 
missions, San Luis Rey and San Diego. A census taken in 1880 of these bands gives 
theirnumber as follows: 
Serranos .........• _ .......•......•• . ..........•..•• _.. . . • • . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . 381 
Cahuillas.... ...... ...• ...... ...•.. ...... .... ..... •••• .••. .... .... .... .•••.. 675 
~~~g~~~~:n~_s_::::: .. :::.:::::::: ._::::: ._::::: ._::::::: ._::::::: ._::::::::::::::::: 1, ~~~ 
Total ••••••••••••••••••••..••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·2,907 
I 
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This estimate probably falls considerably short of the real numbers, as tberA are no 
doubt in hiding, so to speak, in remote and inaccessible spots, many individuals, 
families, or even villages, that have never been counted. Tllcse Indians are living 
for the most part in small and isolated villages, some on reservations set apart for 
them by Executive order, some on Government land not reserved, and some upon 
lands included within the boundaries of confirmed Mexican grants. 
Considerable numbers of these Indians are also to be found on the outskirts of 
white settlements, as at Riverside, San Bernardino, or in ·the C'Olouies in the San 
Gabriel Valley, where they live like gypsies in brush huts, here to-day, gone to-mor. 
row, eking out a miserable existence by days' works, the wages of which are too 
often spent for whisky in the village saloons. Travelers in southern California, who 
have formed their impressions of the Mission Indians from these wretched wayside 
creatmes, would be greatly surprised at the sight of some of tbe Indian villages in 
the mountain valleys, where, freer from the contil.minating influence of the white 
race, are industrioas, peaceable communities, cultivating ground, keeping stock, car-
rying on their own simple manufactures of pottery, mats, baskets, etc., and making 
their living-a very poor living, it is true, but they are independent and self-respect-
ing in it, and ask nothing at the hands of the United States Government now, except 
that it will protect them in the ownership of their lands-lands which, in many in-
stances, have been in continuous occupation and cultivation by their ancestors for 
over one hundred years. 
From tract after tract of such lands they have been driven out, year by year, by 
the white settlers of the country, until they can retreat no farther; some of their 
villages being literally in the last tillable spot on tho desert's edge or in mountain f~tat­
nesses. Yet there are in southern California to-day many fertile valleys, which only 
thirty years ago were like garden spots with these same Indians' wheat fields, orchar~s, 
and vineyards. Now there is left in these valleys no trace of the India us' occupation, 
except the ruins of their adobe houses; in some instances these houses, still standing, 
are occupied by the robber whites who drove them out. The responsibility for this 
wrong rests perhaps equally divided between the United StatP.s Governme11t, which 
permitted lands thus occupied by peaceful agricultural communities to be put'' in 
market," and the white men, who were not restrained, either by humanity or by a 
sense of justic, from "filing" homestead claims on lands which had been fenced, ir-
rigated, tilled, and lived on by Indians for many generations. The Government can 
not justify this neglect on the plea of ignorance. Repeatedly, in the course of the 
last thirty years, both the regular agents in charge of tho Mission Indians and special 
agents sent out to investigate their condition have made to the Indian Bureau full 
reports setting forth these facts. 
In 1873 one of these special agents, giving an account of the San Pasquale Indians, 
mentioned the fact that a white man had just pre-empted the land on which the greater 
part of the village was situated. He had paid the price of the land to the register of 
the district land office, and was daily expecting his patent from Washington. "He 
owned," the agent says, "that it was hard to wrest from these well-disposed and indus-
trious creatures the homes they had built up; but," said he, ''if I had not done it 
somebody else would, for all agree that the Indian has no right to public land::;." This 
San Pasquale village was a regularly organized Indian pueblo, formed by about one 
hundred neophytes of the San LuiE Rey Mission, under and in accordance with the 
provisions of the secularization act in 1834. 'rho record of its founding is preserved 
in the Mexican archives at San Francisco. These Indians had herds of cattle, horses, 
and sheep. 'rhey raised grains, and had orchards and vineyards. The whole valley 
in which this village lay was at one time set off by Executive order as a reservation, 
but by the efforts of designing men the order was speedily revoked, and no sooner 
had this been done than the process of dispossessing the Indians began. 'rhere is 
now, on the site of that old Indian pueblo, a white settlement numbering 35 voters. 
The Indians are all gone; some to other villages, some living near by in canons and 
nooks in the hills, from which, on the occasional visits of the priest, they gather aud 
hold services in the half-ruined adobe chapel built by them in the days of their pros-
perity. 
This story of the San Pasquale Indians is only a fair showing of the expericucrs 
f tb,e Mission Indians during the past fifty years. Almost without exception they 
have been sul>missive and peaceable through it all, and have retreated again aud 
again to new refuges. In a few instances thero have been slight inSU!.liJ.':)Ctions among 
them, and threatenings of retaliation, but in the main their history has been one of 
almost incredible long-suffering and patience under wrongs. 
In 1851 one of the San Luiseno bands, the Aqua Caliente Indians, in the north part 
of San Diego County, made an attack on the house of a white settler, and there was 
for a time great fear of a general uprising of all the Indians in the country. It is 
probable that this was instigated by the Mexicans, and that there was a concerted 
plan for driving the Americans out of the country. The outbreak was easily quelled, 
however, four of the chiefs were tried by court-martial; and shot by order of General 
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Heintzelman , and in January of the following year a treaty was made with the San 
Luiseno and Dieguino Indians, setting off for them large tracts of land. This treaty 
was made by a United States commissioner, Dr. Wvzencraft, and Lieutenant Hamil-
ton, representing the Army, and Col. J. J. Warner, the settler whose bouse had been 
attacked. The greater part of the lands which were by this trea,t.y assigned to the 
Indians are now within the boundaries of grants confirmed and patented since that 
time; but there are many Indian vHlages t:~till remaining on them, anfl all Indians 
living on such lands are supposed to be there solely on the tolerance and at the mercy 
oftlw owners of said ranches, and to be liable to ejectment by law. Whether this 
be so or not is a point which it would seem to be wise to test before the courts. It is 
certain that in the case of all these Mission Indians the rights involved are quite dif-
ferent from and superior to the mere "occupancy" right of the wild and uncivilized 
Indian. 
At the time of the surrender of California to the United States these Mission Indians 
had been for over seventy years the subjects, first of the Spanish Government, secondly 
of the Mexican. They came under the jurisdiction of the United States by treaty 
provisions, the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, between the United States and Mexico, 
in 1848. At this time they were so far civilized that they had become the chief de-
pendence of the Mexican and white settlers for all service indoors and' out. In the 
admirable report upon these Indians made to. the Interior Department in 1853 by the 
Hon. B. D. Wilson, of Los Angeles, are the following statements: 
"These same Indians had built all the houses in the country, planted all the fields 
and vineyards. Unde-r the Missions there were masons, carpenters, plasterers, soap-
makers, tanners, shoemakers, blacksmiths, millers, bakers, cooks, brick-makers, carters 
and cart-makers, weavers an(l spinners, saddlers, shepherds, agriculturists, horticult-
urists, viueros, vaqueros-in a word, they filled all the laborious occupations known to 
civilized society." . 
The intentions of the Mexican Government towards these Indians were wise and 
humane. At this distance of time, and in face of the melancholy facts of the Indians' 
subsequent history, it is painful to go over the details of the plans devised one short 
half century ago for their benefit. In 1830, there were in the twenty-one missions in 
California some 20,000 or 30,000 Indians living comfortable and industrious lives nuder 
the control of the Franciscan fathers. The Spanish colonization plan had, from the 
outset, contemplated the turning of these mission establishments into pueblos as soon 
as the Indians should have become sufficiently civilized to make this feasible. The 
Mexican Government, carrying out the same general plan, issued in 1833 an act, 
called the secularization act, decreeing that this change should bo made. This act pro-
vided that the Indians should have assigned to them cattle, horses, and sheep from 
the mission herds; also lauds for cultjvation. One article of Governor Figueroa's 
regulations for the carrying out of the secularization act providecl that there should 
be given to every hea<l of a family, and to all above twenty-one yean; of age, though 
they had no family, a lot of laud not exceeding 400 varas square, nor less than 100. 
There was also to be given to them, in common, enough land for pa,sturing and water-
ing their cattle. Another article provided that one-half the cattle of each mission 
school should be dividell among the Indians of that mission in a proportionable and 
equitable manner; also one-half of tho chattels, in~truments, seeds, etc. Restrictions 
were to be placed on the disposition of this property. Tho Indians were forbidden 
"to sel1, burden, or alienate under any pretext the lands given them. Neither can 
they sell the cattle." The commissioners charged with the carrying out of these pro-
viswns were ordered to "explain all the arrangements to the Inuiaus with suavity 
and patience;" to tell them that the lands and property will be divided among them 
so that each one may ''work, maintain, and govern himself without depenCJ-ence on 
any one." It was also provided that the rancherias (villages) situated at a distance 
from tho missions, and containing over twenty-five families, might, if they chose, 
form separate pueblos, and the distribution of lands and propert:y to them should 
take place in the same manner provided for those living near the missions. 
These provisions were in no case faithfully carried out. 'l,he administrn.tion of the 
Missions' vast estates and property was too great a temptation for human nature, 
especially in a time of revoln tion and misrule. The history of the thirteen years be-
tween the passing of the secularization act and the conquest of California is a record 
of shameful fraud and pillage, of which the Indians were the most hapless victims. 
Instead of being permiLted each one to work, maintain, and govern himself without 
dependence on any one, as they had been promised, their rights to their plats of land 
were in the majorit.y of cases ignored; they were forced to labor on the mission lands 
like slaves; in many instances they were hired out in gangs to cruel musters. From 
these cruelties and oppressions they fied by hundreds, 1·eturning to their old wilder-
ness homes. Those who remained in the neighborhood of the pueblos became constantly 
more and moro demoralizctl, ann were snbjected to every form of outrage. By a de-
cree of the Los Angeles aquemiento, about the time of our taking possession of Cali-
fornia, all Indians found without passes, either from the alcalde of the pueblos in 
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which they lived or from their ''masters [significant phrase], were to be treated as 
horse-thieves and enemies." At this time there were, according to Mr. Wilson's re-
port, whole streets in Los Angeles where every other house was a grog-shop for In-
dians; and every Saturday night the town was filled with Indians in every stage of 
intoxication. Those who were helpless and insensible were carried to the jail, locked 
up, and on Monday morning bound out to the highest bidders at the jail gates. ''The 
Indian has a quick sense of justice," says Mr. Wilson; "he can never see why he is 
sold out to service for an inue:finite period for intemperance, while the white man 
goes unpunished for the same thing, and the very richest and best men, to his eye, 
are such as tempt him to drink, and sometimes will pay him for his labor in no other 
wn.y." Even the sober and industrious and best skilled among them could earn but 
little, it having become a custom to pay an Indian only half the wages of a white 
man. 
From this brief and necessarily fragmentary sketch of the position and state of the 
Mission Indians under the Mexican Government at the time of the surrender of Cali-
fornia to the United States, it will be seen that our Government received by the treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo a legacy of a singularly helpless race in a singularly anomalous 
position. It would have been very difficult, even at the outset, to devise practicable 
methods of dealing justly with these people, and preserving to them their rights. 
But with every year of our nrglect the difficulties have increased and the wrongs have 
been multiplietl, until now it is, humanly speaking, impossible to render to them full 
measure of justice. All that is left in our power is to make them some atonement. 
Fortunately for them, their numbers have greatly diminished. Suffering, hunger, 
disease, and vice have cut down more than half of their numbers in the last thirty 
years; but the remnant is worth saving. Setting aside all question oftheir claim as 
a matter of atonement for injustice done, they are deserving l>f help on their own 
merits. No one can visit theu settlements, such as Agua Caliente, Saboba, Cahuilla. 
Valley, Santa Ysabel, without having a sentiment of respect and profound sympathy 
for men who, friendless, poor, without protection from the law, have still continued 
to work, planting, fencing, irrigating, building houses on lands from which long ex-
perience has taught them that the white man can drive them off any day be chooses. 
That drunkenness, gambling, and other immoralities are sadly prevalent among them, 
can not be denied; but the only wonder is that so many remain honest and virtuous 
under conditions which make practically null and void for them most of the motives 
which keep white men honest and virtuous. 
Having thus given as brief a presentation as possible of the general situation and 
nature of these Indians, we will proceed to state what, to the best of our judgment, 
are the steps which ought to be taken by the United States Government in their be-
half. The descriptions of tho most important villages we visited, and the detailed 
accounts of circumstances and situations on which our suggestions are based, are given 
for convenience of reference in separate exhibits. 
(1) The first and most essential step, without which there is no possibility of pro-
tecting these Indians or doing anything intelligently for them, is the determining, 
resurveying, rounding out, and distinctly marking their reservations already exist-
ing. The only way of having this done accurately and honestly is to have it done 
by a surveyor who is under the orders and constant supervision of an intelligent and 
honest commissioner; not by an independent surveyor who runs or "floats" reserva-
tion lines where he and his friends or interested parties choose, instead of where the 
purpose of the Uniteu States Government, looking to the Indians' interests, bad in-
tended. There have been too many surveys of Indian reservations in southern Cali-
fornia of this sort. (See Exhibits C, H, I, J, L.) All the reservations made in 1876, 
and that comprises nearly all now existing, were laid off by guess, by the surveyor in 
San Diego, on an imperfect county map. These sections, thus guessed at by the sur-
veyor, were reportecl by the Commissioner to the Interior Department, set aside by 
Executive order, and ordered to be surveyed. When the actual survey came to be 
made it was discovered that in the majority of'cases the Indian villages intended to 
be proviued for were outside the reservation lines, and that the greater part of the 
lands set apart were wholly worthless. The plats of these reservations arc in the sur-
veyor-general's office at San Franeisco. On each of them was marked by the surveyor 
an additional line in color, showing what tracts ought to be aduetl to take in the In-
dian villages a.nu :fields. So far as we could learn no action was taken in regard to 
these proposed additions. 
The reservation lines, when thus defined, should be marked plainly and conspicu-
ously by monuments and stakes, leaving no room for doubt. A plat of each reserva-
tion should then be given to the Indians living on it. It was pathetic, in our visits 
to village after village, to hear the Indians' request reiterated for this thing-"a pa.-
per to show to the white men where their lands were." Every fragment of writing 
they had ever received, which could by any possibility bear on their title to their 
lands, they had carefully preserved; old tattered orders from Army officers thirty years 
back, orders from justices of thri} peace, etc., all worthless of coUise1 but brought for-
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,ard with touching earnestness to show us. In no single instance bad the reservation 
lines ever been pointed out to them. One band, the Sequan Indians, who had never 
seen any agent, said they had been told that they were on a reservation, but they 
did not know if it were true or not. They had been obliged to give up keeping stock, 
because they could not find any place where the whites would let them pasture cattle. 
(See Exhibit J.) 
There are some settlements of Indians on Government lauds not set off as reserva-
tions, in some instances not surveyed. These tracts should all be surveyed, their 
boundaries marked, and the lands withdrawn from market to be 11ermanent.ly set 
aside for the Indialls' use. We use the term "rounding out" in regard to these res-
ervations chiefly on account of the complication which results from their being in 
some cases within the limit of railroad grants, and made subsequent to those grants. 
Some are actually within the limits of tho Southern Pacific Railroad grant; others 
will be within the limits of the Texas Pacific gr~nt, should that be confirmed. The 
odd sections thus belonging to the railroads should be secured to the Indians. There 
are also a few claims to lands within reservation boundaries, which are legal on ac-
count of their having been lJlade before the reservations were set off. These should 
be extinguished. (See Exhibit 0.) 
(2) All white settlers now on reservations should be removed. For the last four 
years stray settlers have been going in upon reservation tracts. This is owing to the 
lack of boundary definitions and marks as aforesaid, also to the failure of the surveys 
to locate the res6rvations so as to take in all the ground actually occupied by Indian 
villages. Thus, in many instances, the Indians' fields and settlements have been 
wrested from them, and they in their turn have not known where they could or could 
not go. There is not a single reservation of any sizowhichisfreefrom white set.tlers. 
It would t>eem that agents in charge of these Indians should have been authoritatively 
instructed in no case to allow squatters to set.tle on lands known to be within reser-
vation lines, whether they were occupied by Indians or not. (See Exhibit~> H, I, 0.) 
The amount of land set off in Indian reservations in southern Califoruia appears by 
the record to be very large, lmt the proportion of it which is really available is very 
small. San Diego County itself is four-fifths desert and mountain, and it is no exag-
geration to say that the proportion of desert and mountain in the reservation is even 
H'trgerthan this. By thus resurveying, rounding out, and freeing from white settlers 
the present reservations, adding to them all Government lands now actually in occu-
pation by Indians, there will be, according to tho best of our judgment, nearly land 
enough for the :wcornmodation of all the Mission Indians except those whose settle-
ments are on grants. 
(3) In regard to this latter cla.ss, i.e., those whose villages are now within the bound-
aries of confirmed grants, the Government has to choost;l between two courses of ac-
tion: either to remove them and make other provision for them, or to uphold and de-
fend their right to remain where they are. In support of the latter course we believe 
a strong case could be made out, and we have secured from one of the ablest rlrmsin 
southern California a written legal opinion on this point. (See ExhibitA.) It seems 
clear that this contest should be made by the Government itself. It is impossible for 
these poverty-stricken and ignorant people to undertake on their own account and at 
their own expense the legal settlement of this matter. It would be foolish to advise 
it, inhuman to expect it. A test case could be made which would settle the question 
for all. (See Exhibit B.) In case the decision be favorable to the Indians remain-
ing, the ranch owners should then be called on to mark off the boundaries of the In-
dians' lands according to the California State law covering such cases. (See Exhibit 
R.) Whether the lands thus reverting to tho Indians coulu properly be considered as 
Government lands or not would be a question to be determined. Probably the surest 
way of securing them for the Indians' permanent use would be to consider them as 
such and have t-hem defined as reservations by act of Congress. 
(4) And 1;his brings us to our fourth recommendation, which is, that all these In-
dians' reservations, those already set off by Executive order, and all new ones made 
for them, whether of Government lands now in their occupation or of lands which 
may be hereafter by legal process reclaimed for them from the grant lands on which 
they are now living, be patented to the several bands occupying them; the Unite(l 
States to hold the patent in trust for the period of twenty-five years; at the expira-
tion of that time the United States to convey the same by patent to said Indians, as 
has been done for the Omaha Indians. The insecurity of reservations made merely 
by Executive order is apparent, and is already sadly illustrated in southern Calif01'-
nia by the history of the San Pasquale Reservation, that of Agua Caliente, and others. 
The insecurity of reservations set apart by Congress is scarcely· a degree less. The 
moment it becomes the interest and purpose of white men in any section of the coun-
try to have such reservation tracts restored to the public domain, the question of its 
being done is only a question of influence and time. It is sure to be done. The fu-
ture of these iurlustrious, peaceable, agricultural communities ought not to be left a 
.single day longor than is necessary dependent on such chances; chances which are 
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always against and never for Indians' interests in the lliatter of holding lands. The 
best way and time of allotting these Indians' lands to them in severalty must be left to 
the decision of the Government, a provision being incorporated in their patent to pro-
vide for such allotments from time to time as may seem desirable, and agents and com-
missioners being instructed to keep the advantages of this system constantly before 
the Indians' minds. Some of them are fit for it now and earnestly desire it, but the 
majodty are not ready for it. The communal system, on which those now living in 
villages use their lands, satisfies them, and is apparently administered without diffi-
culty. It is precisely the same system as that on which the pueblo lands were culti-
vated by the earlv Spanish settlers in southern California. They agree among them-
selves to respect ~each other's right of occupancy; a man's right to a field this year 
depending on his having cultivated it last year, and so on. It seems not to occur to 
these Indians that land is a thing to be quarreled over. 
In the village of Agua Caliente, one of the most intelligent of the young men was 
so anxious to show us his fields, that we went with him a little distance outside the 
village limits to see them. He had some eight acres in grain, vine, and fruit trees. 
Pointing first in one direction, then in another, he indicated the places where his 
ground joined other men's ground. There was no line of demarkation whatever, ex-
cept it chanced to be a difference of crops. We said to him, ''Alessandro, how do you 
know which is your land and which is theirs 7" He seemed perplexed, and replied, 
''This was my mother's land. We have always had it." ''But," we persisted,'' sup-
pose one of these other men should want more land and should take a piece of yours!" 
"He couldn't," was all the reply we could get from Alessandro, and it was plain that 
he was greatly puzzled by the suggestion of the possibility of neighbors trespassing 
on each other's cultivated fields. 
(5) We recommend the e&tablishment ofmore schools. At least two more are imme-
diately needed, one at the Rincon, and one at Santa Ysabel. (See Exhibits G, L.) As 
the reservations are gradually cleared, defined, and assured for the Indian's occupancy, 
hundreds of Indians who are now roving from place to place, without fixed homes, 
will undoubtedly settle down in the villages, and more schools will be needed. It is 
to be hoped, also, that some of the smaller bands will unite with the larger ones for 
the sake of the •advantages of the school, and other ad vantages of a larger commu-
nity. The isolated situation of many of the smaller settlements is now an immpera-
ble difficulty in the way of providing education for all the children. These Indians 
are all keenly alive to the valu0 of education. In every village that we visited we 
were urged to ask the Government to give them a school. In one they insisted upon 
ranging the children all in rows, that we might see for ourselves that there were 
children enough to justify the establishing of a school. 
In this connection we would suggest that if a boarding and industrial school, simi-
lar to those at Hampton and Carlisle, could be established in southern California, it 
would be of inestimable value, and would provide opportunities for many children 
who, owing to the isolation oftheir homes, could not be reached in any other way. 
We would further suggest that, in our judgment, only women teachers should be 
employed in these isolated Indian villages. There is a great !axity of morals among 
these Indians, and in the wild regions where there villages lie, the unwritten law of 
public sentiment, which in more civilized communities does so much to keep men 
virtuous, hardly exists. Therefore the post of teacher in these schools is one full of 
temptatations and dangers to a man. (See Exhibit M.) Moreover, wome ... have more 
courage and self-denying missionary spirit, sufficient to undertake such a life, and 
have an invaluable influence outside their school-rooms. They go familiarly into the 
homes, and are really educating the parents as well as the children in a way which 
is not within the power of any man, however earnest and devoted he may be. 
We would also suggest that great good might be accomplished among these Indians 
by some form of itinerary religious and educational labor among them. In the list 
of assignments of Indian agencies to diff~rent religious denominations, as given in the 
report of the Indian Bureau for 1882, the MissionAgencyis assigned to the Evangeli-
cal Lutheran ; but we could not learn that this denomination had done any work 
among them. So far as the Mission Indians have any religion at all they are Catho-
lics. In many of the villages are adobe chapels, built in the time of the missions, 
where are still preserved many relics of the mission days, such as saints' images, holy-
water kettles, etc. In these chapels, on the occasions of the priests' visits, the In-
dians gat,her in great numbers, women sometimes walking two days' journey, bring-
ing their babies on their backs to have them baptized. There are also in several of 
the villages old Indians, formerly trained at the missions, who officiate with Catholic 
rites at funerals, and on Sundays repeat part of the mass. As these Indians are now 
situated in isolated settlements so far apart, and so remote from civilized centers, the 
only practicable method of reaching them all would be by some form of itinerary la-
bor. A fervent, religious, and practical teacher who should spend his time in going 
from village to village, remaining in each a few days or weeks, as the case mjght be, 
would sow seed& which woq.ld not cea~e to grow during the intervals of his ~bsen,(l~. 
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If he were a man of sound common sense and knowledge of laws of life, fitted to in-
struct the Indians in matters of hygiene, cleanliness, ventilation, etc., and in a few of 
tho simple mechanical arts, as well as in the doctrines of religion and morality, be 
would do more for the real good of these people at present than can be accomplished 
by schools. · 
(6) The suggestion of the value of itinerary labor among the Indians leads to our next 
recommendation, which we consider of great importance, viz, that it should be made 
tho duty of any Government agent in charge of the Mission Indians to make a round 
of inspection at least twice a year, visiting each village or settlement, however small. In 
no other way can any thing like a proper supervision of these Indians' interests be 
attained. This proof of the Government's intention to keep a sharp eyf3 on all that 
might occur in relation to the Indians would have a salutary moml effect not only 
on the Indians, but on the white settlers in their neighborhood. It would also afford 
the meanA of dealing with comparative promptitude with the difficulties and troubles 
continually arising. As it is now, it is not to be wondered at that the Indians feel 
themselves unprotected and neglected, and the white settlers feel themselves safe in 
trespassing on Indians' property or persons. In some of the villages where pre-
emption claims have been located with the last four years, no agent has ever been. 
It is safe to say that bad an agent been on the ground each year, with the proper 
authority to take efficient measures, much of the present suffering and confusion 
would have been prevented. In the case, for instance, of the Los Coyotes village, 
filed on a few months ago (see Exhibit F), there was no I'eason why those lands 
should not have been set apart for the Indians long ago, had their situation been un-
detstood; so in the San Ysidro case, and others. The whole situation of an agent in 
regard to the Mission Indians is totally different from that of ordinary agency on a 
reservation. The duties of an Indian agent on a reservation may be onerous, but they 
are in a sense simple. His Indians are all together, within comparatively narrow 
limits, and, so to speak, under his hand, and dependent largely on the Government. 
Tho Mission Indians, on the contrary, are scattered in isolated settlements, thirty, 
forty, a hundred miles away from the agency headquarters, many of them in regions 
difficult of access. Moreover, the Indians are in the main self-supporting and inde-
pendent. Protection or oversight worth anything to them can only be given by a 
systematic method of frequent visitation. 
What is true in this respect of the agent's work is, if possible, still truer of the 
physician's. If there is to be an agency physician for the Mission Indians at all, he 
&honld be a young, strong, energetic man, who is both able and willing to make at 
least four circuits a year through the villages, and who will hold himself bound to 
go when called in all cases of epidemics, serious illness, or accidents occurring among 
Indians within one day's ,journey of the agency headquarters. Whatever salary it is 
necessary to pay to secure such service as this should be paid, or else the office of 
agency physician to the Mission Indians should be abolished. Anything less than 
this is a farce and a fraud. 
(7) We recommend that there be secured the appointment of a lawyer or a law firm 
in Los Angeles, to act as special United States ati;orney in all cases affecting the in-
terests of these Indians. They have been so long without any protection from the 
law that outrages and depredations upon them have become the practice in all white 
communities near which they live. Indians' stock is seized, corraled, and held for 
fines, sometimes shot, e-yen on the Indian's own reservation, or in the public domain. 
In seasons of dearth roving stockmen and shepherds drive their herds and flocks into 
Indians' grain fields, destroying their subsistence for a whole year. Lands occupied 
by Indians or by Indian villages are filed on for homestead entry precisely as if they 
were vacant lands. This has been more than once done without the Indians receiv-
ing any warning until the sheriff arrived with the writ for their ejectment. The In-
dians' own lives are in continual danger, it being a safe thing to shoot an ~udiau at 
any time when only Indian witnesses are present. (See Exhibits C, E.) It is plain 
,that all such cases as these should be promptly dealt with by equal means. One of 
the greatest difficulties in the position of the Mission Indians' agent is, that in all 
such cases he is powerless to act except through the, .at best, slow and hitherto un-
satisfactory channel of reporting to the Interior' Department. He is in the embar-
~assing position of a guardian of wards with property and property rights, for the de-
fense of which he is uuablo to call in prompt legal assistance. In instances in which 
the Indians themselves have endeavored to get redress through the courts, they have 
in the majority of cases, to the shame of the Southern California bar be it spoken, 
been egregiously cheated. They are as helpless as children in the hands of dishonest, 
unscrupulous men. We believe that the mere fact of thbre being such a Uuitecl 
States legal authority near at hand to act for the Indians, would in a short time, after 
a few effective illustrations of its power, do away with the greater portion of the 
troubles demanding legal interference. 
The question of the rights of Indians living on grant lands to remain there, will, 1f 
the Department decides to test it by law, involve some litigation, as it will no doubt 
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be contested by the ranch owners; but this point once settled and the Indians securerl 
in the ownership of their lands, a very few years will see the end of any special need 
of litigation in their behalf. We recommend in this connection and for this oflico the 
firm of Brunson & \Veils, of Los Angeles. We have 'Jbtained from this firm a dear 
and admirable opinion on these Indians' right to their present homes (see Exhibit A), 
and we lmow them to be of high standing at the bar and. to have a humane sympathy 
for Indians. 
(8) \Ve recommend that there should be a judicious distribution of agricultural im-
plements among these Indians. No village should be omitted. WagonA, harness, 
plows, spades, and hoes are greatly needed. It is surprising to see what some of these 
villages have accomplished with next to no implements. In the Santa Ysabel village 
the Indians hacl three hundred acres in wheat; there were but three old broken plows 
in the village, no harness, and no wagon. (See Exhibit G.) There is a~ present much, 
and not unfounded, sore feeling in some of the villages which have thus far receiveu 
no help of this kind, while others of the villages have been supplied with all that was 
needed. ' 
(9) There should always be provided for the Mission Indians' agency a small ftmd 
for the purchase of food and clothing for the very old and sick in times of especial 
destitution. The Mission Indians as a class do not beg. They are proud spirited, and 
choose to earn their living. 'l'hey will endure a great deal before they will aslc for 
help. But in seasons of drought or when their little crops have, for any cause, failed, 
there is sometimes great distress in the villages. Last winter the Cahuillas, in the 
Cahuilla Valley (see Exhibit C), were for many weeks without sufficient food. The 
teacher of their schools repeatedly begged them to let her write to the agent for help, 
but they refused. At last one night the captain and two of the head-men came to her 
room and said she might write. They could no longer subdue the hunger. She wrote 
the letter; the next morning at daylight the Indians were at her door again. They 
had reconsidered it, they said, and they would not beg. They would rather starve, 
and they would not permit her to send the letter. 
(1') The second and third special points on which we were instructed to report to 
the Department were, whether there still remains in Southern California any Govern-
ment land suitable for an Indian reservat-ion, and if not, in case lauds must be bonght 
for that purpose, what lands can be most advantageously purchased. There is no 
Government land remaining in Southern California in blocks of any size suitable for 
either white or Indian occupancy. The reason that the isolated little settlements of 
Indians are being now so infringed upon and seized, even at the desert's edge and in 
atony fastnesses of mountains, is that all the good lands, i. e., lands with water or 
upon which water can be developed, are taken up. 
We recommend two purchases of land: one positively, the other contingently. The 
first is the Pauma ranch, now owned by Bishop Mora, of Los Angeles. (See Exhibit P.) 
This ranch, lying as it does between the Rincon and Pala Reservations on the north 
and south, and adjoining the La Jolla Reservation, affords an admirable oppor-
tunity to consolidate a large block of land for Indian occupancy. It is now1 in onr 
opinion, a desirable tract. While it is largely hilly and mountainous, there is con-
siderable good sheep and cattle pasturing on it, and a fair amount of bottom land for 
cultivation along the river. The price asked for it is, as lands are now selling in 
Sonthern California, low. If the already existing reservations are cleared of whites, 
unified, and made ready for Indian occupancy, aml the Government lands now in 
actual occupation by Indians be assured to them, the addition of this Pauma ranch 
will be, in our opinion, all that will be required to make comfortable provision for all 
the Indians except those liviug within the boundaries of confirmed grants. 
Should the Department decide to ,remove all these and provide them with new 
homes, we recommend the purchase of the Santa Ysabel ranch. (See Exhibit Q.) 
The purchase of this ranch for an Indian reservation was recommended to the Gov-
ernment some years ago, but it was rejected on account of the excessive price asked 
for it. It is now offered to the Government for $95,000. During the paRt ten years 
the value of lands in southern California has in many place!.! quadrupled; in some it 
is worth more than twenty times what it was then. We have no hesitation in say-
ing that it is not now possible to buy an equally suitable tract for any less money. The 
ranch contains 17,719.40 acres; is within the rain belt of San Diego County; is 'Yell 
watered, ,and, altllough it is largely mountainous, has good pasture, some meadow 
land, and some oak timber. It is, moreover, in the region to which the greater pro-
portion of these Indians are warmly attached, and in the vicinity of which most of 
them are now living. One large Indian village is on the ranch. (See Exhibit G.) 
!!'ather Ubach, the Catholic priest of San Diego, who has known these Indians for 
seventeen years, says of it, "it is the only tract to which human power can force 
these lnclianR to remove." We recommend this purchase only as a last resort in the 
event of tho Dcpartm<;nt's Leing cu;upclJed to provide new homes for all the Indians 
now living within the boundaries of confirmed grants. 
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In conclusion, we would make the suggestion that there are several small bands of 
!YJ.ssion Indians north of the bonnilarics of the so-called Mission Indians' Agency, for 
whom it would seem to be the duty of the Government to care as well as for those al-
ready enumerated. One of these is the San Carlos Indians, living nea:r the old San Car-
los Mission at Monterey. Tllere are nearly one hundred of these, and they are living 
on lands which were given to them before the secularization actin H:l34. These lands 
are close to the boundaries of the ranch Sanl<'rancisquito of Monterey. These bound-
aries have been three times extended, each time taking in a few more acres of the Indi-
ans' lands, until now tbey have only ten or twelve acres left. There are also some 
very destitute Indians living in the neighborhood of the San Antonio Mission, some 
liO miles sonth of Monterey, and of San Miguel, 40 miles farther south, and of Santa 
Juez ncar Santa Barbara. These Indians should not be overlooked in arrangements 
made for the final establishing of the Mission Indians in southern California. 
Hoping that these recommendations may be approved by the Department, we are, 
Very respectfully, yours, 
Hon. H. PmcE, 
HELEN JACKSON . 
.ABBOT KINNEY. 
Commissioner of Indian .Affai1'B. 
EXHIBIT A. 
Los ANGRLEs, CAL., May 12, 188:iJ. 
SIR: In response to your verbal request asking our opinion as to the following q ues-
tions, viz: 
1st. Have civilized Indians aml those who are engaged in agriculture or labor of any 
kind, and also those who are known as Pueblos or Rancheros Indians in California, a 
right to occupy and possess lands which they and their predecessors had continuously 
occupied, possessed, and enjoyed while said lands were underthejurisdiction of the Mex-
ican Government, up to and at the date of the ratification of the treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo Letween the United States and the Mexican Republic, March, 1848, notwHh-
standing that said lands so occupied and enjoyed by the Indians aforesaid had been, 
while they were so occupying and possessing the same, by the proper Spanish and 
Mexican authorities, before the ratification of said treaty, granted to certain Spnnish 
and Mexican citizens, and since the acquisition by the United States of the territory 
embracing said lands so granted been by the United States confirmed, surveyed, and 
patented to the grantees or their legal representatives f 
2d. Has the United States Government tho right to condemn lands within the State 
of California for the purpose of giving Indians homes thereon' 
We have the honor to submit the following as our reply and answer to the above 
interrogatories. Before and at the date of the treaty of Gaudalupe Hidalgo, all the 
territory now known as California was a part of and under the jurisdiction of the 
Mexican Republic. We do not regard it as necessary in order to answer the questions 
p1·opounded to give a history of the land laws of Spain and Mexico, nor the method 
of acquiring land prior to August 18, 1824. 
On August 18, 11:524, the Me-xican Congress enacted a general colonizaf,ion law, pre-
scribing the mode of granting lands throughout the Mexican tenitory. This law was 
limited and defined by a series of regulations ordained by the Mexican Government 
November 21, 1828. By these laws and regulations, which have ever since continued 
in force, the governors of Territories were authorized to grant, with certain specified 
exceptions, vacant land. By the fundamental laws of 1824, the regulations of 18~U, 
and the regulations of the departmental legislature consistent therewith, all Mexican 
grants in California have been determined, and by this have been de.termined the 
validity of every grant oflandin California. (Lesse and Vallejo vs. Clark, 3 Cal., 17.) 
The limitations, as well as the fundamental laws mentioned, provided that in making 
grants or distribution of land (such as are now known as Mexican grants)-
lst. It must be vacant land, and if occupied by Indians, then without prejudice to 
them. 
2d. '!'hat such land as would be granted to the damage and injury of the Indians 
should be returned to the rightful owners. 
'I'he Mexican Government reserved from private grant all lands occupied and possessed 
by the Indians. Great care was taken to make strict reservation of such land, and by 
law no valid grant of land occupied or possessed by Indians could be made so as to dis-
possess them. When California was ceded to the United ~tates the rights of property 
of its citizens remained unchanged. By the law of nations those rights were sacred 
and inviolo,ble, and the obligations passed to the new Government ta protect and 
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maintain them. The term property, as applied to lands, embraces all titles, legal or 
equitable, perfect or imperfect. (Teschemacher vs. Thompson, 18 Cal., 12.) 'l'be 
United States never had, and does not now possess, any power under or by virtue of 
said treaty whereby it could or can confer upon a citizen holding and claiming prop-
erty granted by the Mexican Government other or different property rights than those 
conferred by such Government, and such as were possessed, enjoyed, and held by him 
w bile under the jurisdiction of such Government. It can not abridge or enlarge the 
right to enjoy and to possess property held by virtue of Mexican law at the date of 
said treaty, nor can it deprive persons of any righ• to property which belonged to 
them at the date of said treaty. 
A mere grant of land by the Mexican governor without compliance by the grantee 
with the ffirther requisitions of the Mexican laws forms but an inchoate title, and the 
land passed to the United States, which hold it subject to the trust imposed by the 
treaty and the equities of the grantee. The execution of the trust is a pol,iticalJJOWe1'. 
(Lesse vs. Clark, 3 Cal., 17.) 
By the fundamental laws of 1824, the regulation o:( 1828, and the regulation of the 
departmental legislature, one condition was that in making private grants oflands the 
lands granted must be vacant lands. Lands occupied by and in possession of Indians 
were not such vacant lands, for by the same laws and regulations it was provided that 
such grants must be without prejudice or damage to the Indians, and that such land 
granted to the damage and injury of the Indians should be returned to the rightful 
owners . . (New Code, law 9, title 12, book 4.) 
The Mexican authorities recognized the rights oflndians to hold, enjoy, and possess 
lauds, and there are of record a nnm ber of grants made by the Mexican authorities to 
Indians. They not only had the right to receive grants of land under the Mexican 
laws, but also to convey the lands so granted. (United States vs. Sinuol, Hoffman's 
Reports, 110.) 
It will be observed that at the date when private grants ofland were made with 
some regard for law, the limitation and conditions required by law to be observed were 
inserted in such grants, viz: L. C., No. 342-6, S.D., 398; L. C., No. 254-~19, S. D., 
22t!-407; L. C., No. 740-372, N.D. 208; L. C., No. 326-359, N.D. 389; Hoffman's Re-
port land cases, pp. 35 et seq.; surveyor-general's letter, dated San Francisco, March 
14, 1883, and addressed to Mrs. WilliamS. Jackson. 
The Indians and their descendants, who occupied and now occupy lauds within the 
grants above namP-d, as well as grants containing claims of a similar character, are in 
our opinion possessed and seized of the lands which were and have been and now are in 
their possession, and they can hold the same against persons claiming the same by 
virt.ue of a United States pa.teut, issued upon a confirmed Mexican grant. This leaves 
to be answered the following question: Can the Indians hold lands for which a United 
States patent has issued conditioned as set out in the first question, provided no con-
ditions or limitations are contained or expressed in the grant 'I This is a question 
beset and surrounded by many difficulties, nor do we deem it necessary to do more 
than refer to restrictions and limitations contaiw~d in the laws of Mexico concerning 
private grants of lands upon which Indians were residing, lands which were occupied 
by them. It is certain that if such lands were granted by a Mexican official, and the 
authorities omitted to recite the conditions and limitations required by law, and ren 
serve from the operation of such grant such lands as the law conditioned could not 
be conveyed by such grant, such a grant would and could not take it out of the oper-
ation of the law. It could not defeat the rights of those whose rights attached by 
reason of law. If the officers of the Mexican Government to whom was confided the 
trust exceeded their authority as regulated by the solemnities and formalities of the 
law, the courts are bound to take notice of it and can not shield those claiming 
under such title from the necessary consequence of ignorance, carelessness, or arbi-
trary assumption of power. (Lesse & Vallejo vs. Clarke, 3 Cal., 17.) 
It is now necessary to inquire how far and to what extent will the issuance to the 
grantee of the United States patent; change or modify this rule. We shall not discufls, 
as we do not deem it necessary, the decision of the United States Supreme Court that 
"a United States patent can not be attached collaterally, but may be by a direct pro-
ceeding," as we did not regard these decisions as in any way affecting the question 
snbmitted and now before us. 
In 1851, March 3, Congress passed an act entitled, "An act to ascertain and settle 
the private land claims in the State of California." By said statute it was enacted 
"that it shall be the duty of the commission herein provided for to ascertain and re-
port to the Secretary of the Interior the tenure by which the Mission lands are held, 
and those held by civilized Indians, and those who are engaged in agriculture or labor 
of any kind, and also those which are occupied, and cultivated by Pueblos or Rancheros 
Indians. (U.S. Statutes at Large, vol. 9, p. 634, sec. 16, Little & Brown's ed.) We have 
no means of a~Wertaining whether such a report was made, or, if made, its contents. We 
have no doubt the commission did their duty and complied with the law, and that 
their report will be found on file in the Department of the Interior. This report, ifin 
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our bands, would greatly aid us in reaching a correct conclusion. By the same act it is 
further provided that the patents of the United States issued to parties holding Mexica~n 
grants are conclusive between the United States and the said claima~ts only, and 
shall not affect the interest of that person. (lb., p. 634.) .If the report of the com-
mission established the fact that the Indians were residing upon and occupying lands 
within the boundaries of claimed grants, which grants have no conditions or limita-
tion inserted therein, that they claimed such lands by virtue of the laws of Mexico, 
this evidence, with such other evidence as we understand can be furnished, is in our 
opinion enough to establish under the law, as we regard it, a right in the Indians to 
hold and occupy such lands against the confirmee or patentee. If, however, no such 
report hus been made, we are of the opinion if conclusive evidence can be furnished 
proving that these Indians were in possession of these lands at the time these grants 
were made by the Mexican authorities, that they continued in possession, and were in 
possession at the date of the treaty, and have since continued in possession, the law 
will entitle them to hold such land against all persons claiming under the patent. 
We answer the second question propounded as follows: 
By the fifth amendment to the Constitution of the United States it is provided: 
* * ... "Nor shall prjyate property be taken for public use without just compensa-
tion." Would the taking of lands belonging to citizens for the purpose of giving the 
same to Indians be such a public use as is contemplated by the Constitution Y W c are 
ofthe opinion it would not. (Walthervs. Warner, 25Mo., 277; Board of Education vs. 
Hockman, 48 Mo., 243; Buffalo and New York Railroad Companyvs. Brannan, 9 N.Y., 
100; Bradley vs. New York, etc., l{ailroad Company, 21 Conn., 294; :Fisher vs. Hori-
con Iron Work, etc., Company, 10 Wis., 354; New Orleans and Railroad Company vs. 
Railroad Company, 53 Ala., 211; Conn vs. Horrigan, 2 Allen, 159; Chambers vs. Sat-
tuler, 40 Cal., 497; Hailroad Company vs. City of Stockton, 41 Cal., 149; Channel 
Company t:s. Hailroad Company, 51 Cal., 269 ; . Gilmer vs. Lime Point, 18 Cal., 229; 
Conn t·s. Tewksbury, 11 Metcalf, 55; Manufacturing Company vs. Head, 56 N.H., 386; 
Olmstead '1:8. Camp, :33 Conn., 532; Buckman vs. Saratoga Railroad Company, 3 Paige 
Cb., 45; Memphis Preight Company vs. Memphis, 4 Cold., 419; Enfield Toll Bridge 
Company vs. Hartford Railroad Company, 17 Conn., 42.) 
We are, very respectfully, 
ABBOT KINNEY, Esq., Los Angeles, Cal. 
EXHIBIT B. 
SABOBA. 
BRUNSON & WELLS, 
Attorneys at Law, 
Saboba is the name of a village of Indians of the Serrano tribe, one hnndretl and 
fifty-seven in number, living in the San Jacinto Valley, at the base ofthe San Jacinto 
Mountains, in San Diego County. The village is within the boundaries of a Mexican 
grant, patented to the heirs of J. Estudillo January 17, 1880. The greater part of 
the grant has been sold to a company, which, in dividing up itl'l1anus1 allotted the 
tract. where the Saboba village lies to one M. R. Byrnes, of San Bernardino, who pro-
poses to eject the Indians unless the United States Government will buy his whole 
tract of 700 acres at an exorbitant price. The Saboba village occupies about 200 
acres, the best part of Mr. Byrnes's tract. The Indians have lived in the place for over 
a hundred years. They have adode houses, fenced fields and orchards, and irrigating 
ditches. There is in the village a never-failing spring, with a flow of about 25 miner's 
inches. It is claimed by the Indians that the first surveys did not take in their vil-
lage. This is probably true; the resurveying of grants and" floating" their lines so 
as to take iu lands newly discovered to be of value, and leave out others discovered 
to be worthless, being a common practice in California. In a country where water is 
gold, such a spring as these Saboba Indians owned could not long escape notice or 
be left long in the undisturbed possession of Indians. These Indians support them-
selves now, aud have always done so, by farming, and by going out in organized bands 
as sheep·shearers and vintagers. They are industrious and peaceable, ancl make in 
good seasons a fairly comfortable living. They formerly kept stock, but since the 
new occupancy, allotting and fencing of the valley, have been obliged to give it .up. 
'fhere is a Government school in this village, numbering from thirty to forty pupils, 
who have made remarkable progress in their studies. The school is taught by 
a Pennsylvania lady, formerly a teacher of the freedmen. Her gentleness and refine-
ment have excited an influence all through the village, and her self-denying lauor& 
among the people in times of sickness and suffering have been the work of a mission-
H. Rep. 3282-2 
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ary rather than that of a teacher. The following letters were written by two of the 
children in this school, both under fourteen years of age. They were written without 
the teacher's knowledge or aid, and brought to her with the request that she would 
send them. 'I.' he hand writings are clear and good: 
To the Pt·esident of the United States: 
Mr. PRESIDENT-DEAR SIR: I wish to write a letter for you, and I will try to tell 
you something. The white people call San Jacinto :Rancho their land, and I don't 
want them to do it. We think it is ours, for God gave it to us first. Now I think 
you will tell me what is right, for you have been so good to us, giving us a school 
and helping us. Will yon not cm11e to San Jacinto some time to see us, the school, 
and the people of Saboba village? Many of the people are sick and some ha.ve died. 
We are so poor that we have not enough good food for the sick, and sometimes I am 
afraid that we are all going to die. Will you please tell what is good about our 
ranches and come soon to see us f 
Your friend, 
RAMON CAVA VI, 
Mrs. JACKSON: 
MY DEAR FRIEND : I wish to write you a letter . about the American people that 
want to drive us away from our own village of Saboba. I don't know what they can 
be about. I don't know why they do so. My teacher told me she was very sorry 
about the town, and then my teacher said, I think they will find a good place for 
you if you have to go; but I do hope they will not drive you awa.y. Then it will be 
very good for all the people of Saboba. It is a very good town for the people. They 
have all the work done on their gardens, and they are very sorry about the work 
that is done. My work is very nicely done also. The people are making one big 
fence to keep the cows and the horses off their garden. 
Your true friend, 
ANTONIO LEON. 
These Saboba Indians are greatly dispirited ancl disheartened at the prospect of 
being driven out of their homes, and feel that the Government ought to protect them. 
The captain of the village, a very sensible and clear-headed man, said: "If the Gov-
ernment says we must go, we must; but we would rather die right here than move." 
The right of these Indians to the tract they have so long occupied and cultivated is 
beyond question. That this right could be successfully maintained in the courts is 
the opinion of the law firm of :Brunson & Wells, whose admirable paper, covering all 
cases of this kind, is given herewitb. (See exhibit.) 
We found 3 miles from this village, on Government land, a narrow canon called In-
- dian Canon, in which half a dozen Indian families were living. The canon is but 5 or6 
miles long and very narrow; but it has a small, never-failingbrookin it, and some good 
bottom land, on which the Indians had exceHent wheat crops growing. The sides of it 
are moderately well wooded. It was surprising that so desirable a nook hacl been over-
looked or omitted by the surveyors of the San Jacinto Ranch. We wrote to the Depart-
ment immediately, recommending its being set aside for Indians' use. In another 
beautiful canon, also with a never-failing stream running through it, we found living 
the old chief, Victoriano, nearly one hundred years old. The spot was an oasis of 
green, oak and willow trees, a wheat field, and apricot orchard and vineyard, the 
latter planted by Victoriano's father. This place has been given by Victoriano to his 
grandson, who we were told is taking steps to secure it to himself under the Indian 
homestead act. 
EXHIBIT 0. 
[THE CAHUILLA RESERVATION. 
The Cahuilla Valley is about 40 miles from Saboba, high 11p among the peaks and 
spurs ofthe San Jacinto Mountains, a wild, barren, inacceHsible spot. The Cahuilla. 
village, situated here, was one of the most interesting that we visited, and t,he In-
dians seemed a clear-headed, more individual and independent people than any other 
we saw. This is partly due to their native qualities, the tribe having been originally 
one of the most warlike and powerful in the country, as is indicated by their name, 
which signifies "master." The isolation of this village has also tended to keep these 
Indians self-respect,ing and independent. '!'here is no white settlement within 10 
miles, there being comparatively little to tempt white men into the mountain fast-
nesses. The population of the village numbers from one hundred and fifty to two 
hundred. The houses are of adobe, thatched with reeds; three of the houses have 
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shingled roofs, and one has the luxury of a floor. These Indians make the greater 
part of their living by stock-raising. They also send out a slleep·shearing band 
each year. They have sixteen fields, large and small, under cultivation, and said 
they would have had many more except for the Jack of plows, there being but 
one plow for the whole vill::tge. They raise wheat, barley, corn, squttshes, and water-
melons. Sometimes the frost kills the corn, and occasionally the grasshoppers de-
scend on the valley, but aside from these accidents their crops do well. All through 
the village were to be seen their curious outdoor granaries-huge baskets made 
of twisted and woven twigs and set up on poles. The women were neatly dressed, 
the children especially so, and the faces of all, men, women, and children, had an 
animation and look of intellectual keenness very uncommon among the Southern 
California Indians. On the outskirts of the village is a never-failing hot spring. 
In this water the Indians, old and young, are said to be continually bathing. It 
was the Indians' impression that the lines of their reservation ran directly through 
the center of this hot spring. They had been told so by some white men, but they 
know nothing cert.ainly. The lines had never been shown to them. On subse-
quent examination at the surveyor-general's office in San Francisco we discovered 
that this spring and the village itself are entirely outside the reservation lines; also 
that another Indian settlement called Duasno, a few miles distant, ancl intended to 
have been included in the reservation, is outside the ~ines. The Cahuilla Reserva-
tion stands recorded as containing ~6 sections of land; so far as we could judge of 
the region, it seemed to us a generous estimate to say that there might be J)Ossibly 
500 acres of cultivatable laud in it. In good years there would be considerable pas-
tnrage on the sides of the mountains; but far the greater part of the tract is abso-
lutely worthless, being bare and stony mountains. The Cahuillas, however, are sat-
isfied with it. They love the country and would not exchange it for fertile valleys 
below. They said that they would be perfectly contented if the Government would 
only mark their land off for them, and set up boundaries so that they could know 
where they might keep their own stock and keep the white men's stock out. Al1 they 
asked for in addition to this was some harnesses, wagons, and agricultural imple-
ments, especially plows. Of these last the captain I'eiterated, and was not satisfied 
till he saw the figures written down, that ten was the smallest munher that would be 
sufficient for t.he .village. 
A few rods from the hot spring there stood a good adobe house, shut up, unoccupied. 
The history of this house is worth telling, as an illustration of the sort of trou bios to 
which Indians in these remote regions, unprotected by the Government a.nd una.ble to 
protect themselves, are exposed. Some eight years ago the Cahuillas rented a tract of 
theirlandas pastnretotwoMexicansnamedMachado. TheseMachados, by permission 
of the Indians, lmilt this adobe house, and lived in it when looking after their stock. 
At the expiration of the lease the bouse was to be the property of the Indians. When 
the Mach:ulos left they said to the Cahuilla captain, ''Here is your house." ThE:\ next 
year another man named Thomas rented a pasture tract from the Indianli and also rented 
this house, paying for the use of it for two years six bulls, and putting into it a man 
named Cushman, who was his overseer. Attheendofthetwo years Thomas said to the 
Cahuilfas, "Here is your house; I now take my cattle away." But the man Cushman 
refused to move out of the house; said it was on railroad land which he had bought 
of the railroad company. In spite of the Indians' remonstrances he lived on there for 
three or four years. Finally he died. After his death his old employer Thomas, who 
had once rented this very bouse from the Indians, came forward, claimed it as his 
own, and has now sold it to a man named Parks. Through all this time the Indians 
committed no violence on the trespassers. They journeyed to Los Angeles to find 
out from the railroad company whether Cushman owned the land as he said, aod were 
told that he did not. They laid the matter before their agent, but he was unable to 
do anything about it. It would seem of the greatest importance in the case of this 
reservation, and of all others similarly placed, that the odd section claimed or owned 
by t4J.e railroad companies should be secured and added to the permanent reservation. 
Much further trouble will in this way be saved. 
An incident which had occurred on the boundaries of the Cahuilla Reservation a 
few weel{s before our arrival there is of importance as an illustration of the need of 
some legal protection for the Indians in southern California. A Cahuilla Indian named 
Juan Diego had built for himself a house and cultivated a small patch of ground on a 
high mountain ledge a few miles north of the village. Here he lived alone witl1 his 
wife aod baby. He had been for some years what the Indians called a "locoed" In-
dian, being at times crazy; never dangerous, but yet certainly insane for longer or 
shorter periods. His condition was known to the agent, who told us that he had 
feared he would be obliged to shut Juan up if he did not get better. It was also 
well known throughout the neighboring country, as we found on repeated inquiry. 
Everybody knew that Juan Diego was'' locoed." (This expression comes from the 
effect a weed of that name has upon horses, making them wild and unmanage-
able.) Juan Diego had been oft' to find work at sheep-shearing. He came home at 
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night riding a strange horse. His wife exclaimed, "Why, whose horse is tha.tt" Juaa 
looked at the horse, and replied confusedly, ''Where is my horse, then?" The woman, 
much frightened, sttid, "You must take that horse right back; they will say you 
stole it." Juan replied that he would as soon as he had rested; threw himself down 
and fell asleep. From this sleep he was awakened by the barking of the dogs, and 
ran out of the house to see what it meant. The woman followed, and was the only 
witness of what tllen occurred. A white man named Temple, the owner of the horse 
which Juan had ridden home, rode up, and on seeing Juan poured out a volley of 
oaths, leveled his gun and shot him dead. After Jnan had fallen on the ground 
Temple rode closer and fired three more shots in the body, one in the forehead, one 
in the cheek, and one in the wrist, the woman looking on. He then took his horse, 
which was standing tied in front of the house, and rode away. The woman, with 
her baby on her back, ran to the Cahuilla village and told what had happened. 
'l'his was in the night. At dawn the Indians went over to the place, brought the 
murdered man's body to the village and buried it. The excitement was intense. 
The teacher, in giving us an account of the affair, said that for a few days she feared 
she wottld be obliged to close her school and leave the village. 'fhe murderer went 
to the nearest justice of the peace and gave himself up, saying that he had in self-
defense shot an Indian. He swore that the Indian ran towards him with a knife. 
Ajnry of twelve men was summoned, who visited the spot, listened to Temple's story, 
pronounced him guiltless, and the judge so decided. The woman's testimony was 
not taken. It would have been worthless if it had been, so far as influencing that 
jury's minds was concerned. Her statement was positive that J nan httd no knife, nor 
. weapon of any kind; sprang up from his sleep and ran out hastily to see what bad 
happened, and was shot almost as soon as he had crossed the threshold of the door. 
The district attorney in San Diego, on being informed by us of the facts in the case, 
reluctantly admitted that there would be nouso whatever in bringing a white man to 
trial for murder of an Indian under such circumstances, with only Indian testimony 
to convict him. This was corroborated, and the general animus of public feeling 
vividly illustrated to us by a conversation we had lat.er with one of the jurors in t he 
case, a fine, open-hearted, manly young fellow, far superior in education and social 
standing to the average southern California ranchman. He not only justified Tem-
ple's killing the Indian, but said he would have done the same thing himself. "I don't 
care whether the Indian had a knife or not," he said; "that didn't cut any figure at 
all the way I looked at it. Any man that'd take a horse of mine and ride him up that 
mountain trail I'd shoot him whenever I found him. Stock-men have just got"to pro-
tect themselves in this country." The fact that Juan had left his own horse, a well-
known one, in the corral from which he had taken Temple's; that he had ridden t he 
straight trail to his own door, and left the horse tied in front of it, thus making cer-
tain that he would be tracked and caught, weighed nothing in this young man's 
mind. The utmost concession that he would make was finally to say, "Well, I'll 
agree that Temple was to blame for firin' into him after he was dead. That was mean, 
I'll allow." 
The account of our visit to the Coahuila Reservation would .be incomplete without a 
brief description of the school there. It numbers from forty to fifty scholars, and is 
taught by a widow, who, with her little daughter ten years of age, lives in one small 
room built on at the end of the school-house. Part of the room is curtained off into a 
recess, holding bed, washstand, and bureau. The rest of the room is a sitting-room, 
kitchen, store-room, and barely holds the cooking-stove, table, and chairs. Here alone, 
with her little daughter, in a village of near two hundred Indians, 10 miles from any 
white man's home, this brave woman has lived more than a year, doing a work of 
which the hours spent in the school-room are. the smallest part. The Indians come t o 
her with every perplexity and trouble; call on her for nursing when they are ill; for 
food when they are destitute. If she would allow it her little room could always be 
crowded with women, and men also, eager to watch and learn. The Cahuillas have 
good brains, are keen, quick, and persevering. The progress that these children have 
made in the comparatively short time since their school was opened was far beyond that 
ordinarily made by white children in the same length of t.ime. Children who two 
years ago did not know a letter, read intelligently in the second and third readers, 
spelled promptly aml with remarkable accuracy, and wrote clear and legible hands, 
their copy-books being absolutely free from blots or erasures; some of the older pu-
pils went creditably through a mental arithmetic examination, in which the questions 
were by no means easy to follow. They sang songs in fair tune and time and with 
great spirit, evidently enjoying this part of the exercises more than all the rest. We 
had carried to them a parcel of illustrated story-books, very kindly contributed by 
some of the leading publishers in New York and Boston, aud the expression of the 
rows of bright dark eyes as the teacher held up book after book was long to be re-
membered. The strain on the nervous system of teachers in such positions as this can 
hardly be estimated by ordinary standards. The absolute isolation, the ceaseless de-
mand, the lack, not only of the comforts, but of many of the necessities of life, all 
• 
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mount up into a burden which it would seem no woman could long endure. Last 
wiuter there was a snow-storm in the Cahuilla Valley, lasting two days and nights. 
A fierce wind drove the dry snow in at every crevice of the poorly-built adobe house, 
like sand in a sand-storll}. The first day of the storm the school had to be closed 
early ip the day, as the snow fell so fast on books and slates nothing could be done. 
The last night of the storm the teacher and her little girl spent the entire night in 
shoveling snow out of th0 room. They would pile it in a blanket, open the door, 
empty the blanket, and then resume shoveling. They worked hard all night to keep 
l)ace with the storm. When the snowing stopped the school-room was drifted full 
and for many days after was wet and damp. It would seem as if the school term in 
such places as this ought not to be over eight months in the year. The salaries, 
however, should not be reduced, for they are barely living salaries now, every neces-
sary of life being procured at a great disadvantage in these wild r~gions. One of 
these teachers tolil. us she had been obliged to give an Indian $1 to ride to the nearest 
store and bring h er one dollar's worth of sugar. It was the opinion of the Cahuilla 
teacher (a teacher of experience at the East before her marriage) that the Indians 
would accomplish more in eight months than in the nine. The strain upon them also 
is too groat-of the unwonted confinRment and continuous brain work. Should this 
change be made the vacation should be so arranged as to be taken at the sheep-shear-
ing season, at which times all the 13chools are much broken up by the absence of the 
elder boys. 
ExHmiT D. 
THE WARNER'S RA...~CH INDIAN8. 
The tract known as Warner's Ranch lies in the northern part of San Diego County, 
about 40 miles from the Cahuilla Valley. It contains two grants, the San Jost'l del 
Valle and the Valle de San Jose; the first containing between 2fi,OOO and 27,000 acres, 
confirmed to J. J. Warner, patented January 16, 1880; the second, containing be-
twee 17,000 and 18,000 acres, confirmed to one Portilla, patented January 10, 1880. 
The ole property is now in the possession of Governor Downey, of Los Angeles. There 
are said to be several conflicting claims yet unsettled. The ranch is now used as a 
sheep and stock ranch, and is of great value. It is a beautiful region, well watered and 
wooded. There are within its boundaries five Indian villages of San Luisenos and 
Diegmons; Agna Caliente, Pnerta de 1a Cruz, Puerta de San Jose, San Jose, and Mata-
gnay. The last four are very sma1l, but Agua Caliente has long beeu the most flourish-
ing and influential village in the country. It was formerly set apart as a reservation, 
but the Executive order was canceled January 17, 1880, immediately after the pat-
enting of the San Joseuel Valle ranch, .within the boundaries of which it was then 
claimed that the village lay, although to the best information we could get the first 
three surveyg of that ranch did not take the village in. The aged captain of the Agua 
Caliente Indians still preserves a paper giving a memorandum of the setting ofi' of 
this reservation of about 1,120 acres for this people. It was by Executive order, 18i5. 
He also treasures several other equally worthless papers-a certificate from a San 
Diego judge that the Indians are entitled to their lands; a memorandum of a promise 
from General Kearney, who assured them that in consideration of their friendliness 
and assistance to him they should retain their homes without molestation, "al tlJOngh 
the whole State should fill with white men." It is not to be wondered at that these 
Agua Caliente Indians find it difficult to-day to put any faith in white rum's promises. 
It will be seen from the above brief statement of the situation that they base an ex-
ceedingly strong claim on the Government for protection in their rigl1t to their lands. 
Since the restoration of their village and fields'' to the public domain," the patenting 
of the ranches, and their sale to Governor Downey, the Indians have been in constant 
anxiety a,nd terror. Governor Downey has been considerate and humane in his course 
toward then, and towards all the Indians on his estate. And his superintendent also is 
friendly in his treatment of them, permitting them all the liberty he can consistently 
with his duty to the ranch. He finds their labor invaluable at sheep-shearing time, 
and is able throughout the year to give them occasional employment. But the [udians 
knowverywell thataecordingtotheusualcourse ofthings in San Diego County they 
are liable any day to be ejected by process of law; and it is astonishing that under the 
circumstances they have so persevered in their industries of one sort and another. 
They have a good n,nmber of fields under cultivation. They also make saddle mats 
and hats out of fibrous plants; the women make baskets and lace. It is said to be the 
most industrious village in the county, the old captain dealing severely with an In-
dian found idle. They have also a small revenue from the hot springs1 from which 
the village takes it name. These bubble up in a succession of curious stone basins in 
the heart of the village. They are much resorted to in summer by rheumatic and 
other patients, w~o rent the Indians' little adobe houses and pay them a small tax: for 
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the nse of the waters. The Indians themselves at these times move into bush huts in 
a valley or canon some two miles above the village, where their chief cultivated 
fields lie. They were very earnest to know from us if we would ad vise their planting 
more of this ground. They said they would have planted it all except that they were 
afraid of being driven away. This upper valley and these planting fields were said to 
be on Govenrment land; but on examination of the surveyor's plats in Los .A:ngeles 
land office we could find no field notes to indicate their location. These Indians have 
in use another valley called Lost Valley, some fifteen miles from their village, high 
up in the mountains, and reached only by one very steep trail. Here they keep there 
stock, being no longer able to pasture it below. They were touchingly anxious to 
have us write down the numbers of cattle, horses, and sheep each man had, andre-
port to Washington, that the President might see how they were all trying to work. 
There are probably from one hundre<l and twenty-five to one hundred and fifty head 
of cattle owned in the village, about fifty horses, and one hundred sheep. 
There is here a Government school, taught by a young German lady of excellent 
education and much enthusiasm in her work. At great cost and risk she has carried 
)ler piano up into these wilds, and finds it an invaluable assistance in training and in-
"fluencing her pupils. It was a scene not to be forgotten( when after their exercises 
in reading, arithmetic, etc., in all of which they showed a really wonderful profi-
ciency, the children crowded into the teacher's little room and sang their songs to the 
piano accompaniment, played by her with spirit and feeling. "My country, 'tis of 
thee, sweet land of liberty," was the song they seemed to like best-all unaware how 
little applicable to their own situation were its strains of exultant joy and freedom. 
In this one tiny room adjoining the school-room this young lady lives, sleeps, pre-
pares her own food, frequently having a "cooking class" of Indian women, whom 
she is tt:laching to make soups, bread, etc., and to do fine washing. It is impossible 
to put too much appreciative sympathy on these women teachers in Indian schools in 
southern California. Their situation and their work are unique in isolation and di1fi-
culty. 
Tile other Indian villages on Warner's ranch do not demarnd separate description, 
consisting of not more than half a dozen houses each and numbering only from fifteen 
to thirty Indians. Each village, however, has its own captain, and its cnlti vated 
fields, orchards, etc., to which the Indians are profoundly attached, and from~hich 
it would be very hard to induce them to move, spite of their poverty and the di.mlty 
of making a living as they are now placed. 
During our stay at Warner's ranch the captain of the San Jose village had an expe-
rience which will illustrate the helplessness of these Indian farmers in southern Cali-
fornia. HehadonapieceofGovernmentland, a.shortdistancefrom hisvi11age, afenced 
wheat field of some 50 acres; it was his chief dependence for his year's support. Going 
away one day, he left his aged father in charge at home; the old man wandered away, 
and during his absence one of the roving sheep- herders, of whom the country is full,' 
broke down the fence, turned in his flock, and when Domingo came home at night the 
whole field was eaten close to the ground. Hearing of our being at the superintend-
ent's house, Domingo came over to ask if we could help him in the matter. The quiet, 
matter-of-course way in which be told the story was more impressive than any loud-
ness of complaint would have been. He said very simply, "What can I do for food 
this winter'?" Mr. Kinney rode over to the village, saw the field, and after some 
trouble found the herder, who, much frightened, said be did it by his master's orders. 
This master, an Italian, lived some 20 miles away, the nearest justice of the peace 16 
miles. On seeing the justice we found that nothing could be done in the way of se-
curing damages from the sheep owner, until two white men, residents of the county, 
should inspect the premises and estimate the damages. Domingo rode 16 miles in the 
night in a fierce storm of sleet and rain, with letters from us to white men on the ranch, 
asking them to do this. He was back again at daylight with a note from one of them 
saying that be could not induce a man to go with him. Finally, the justice, at our 
request, hired two men at days' wages to go and inspeet the Indian's field. They esti-
mated the damages at about one-tenth of the real amount, and thus we were obliged to 
leave the matter. We afterwards received a letter from the Italian, stating that he 
had settled with Domingo, but not mentioning the sum paid. It was plain that ex-
cept for our taking hold of the affair the Indian would never haye :i.'ecovered a cent. 
This is by no means an exceptional instance. 
EXHIBIT E. 
THE SAN YSIDRO INDIANS. 
In the San Ysidro Canon, about 8 miles from ·warner's ranch, has been living from 
time immemorial a baud of San Luiseno Indians, numbering from fifty to seventy-five, 
and called bv the name of their canon. We first saw the captain of these Indians in 
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Los Angeles, in the office of the United States court commissioner, Mr. H. T. Lee, of 
whuse kindness and humane sympathy in dealing with all Indian matters which 
come under his notice it is not out of place here to make grateful mention. '!'his 
Captain Pablo, with two of his headmen, had walked a three days' journey to Los 
Angeles to see if he could get any help in the matter oflands which had been wrested 
from his people. His stmy was a pitiful one. Some six years ago a white man named 
Chatham Helm had come into the head of their canon, three miles above the site of 
their village, taken up a homestea<l claim there, cutting off the greater part of their 
water supply and taking some of t,beir cultivated fields, and leaving them restricted 
room for their stock. Since that time they bad been growing poorer and poorer, but 
had managed to live by cultivating lands below the village near the mouth of the 
canon, where there was another small stream. But now a new squatter bad appeared 
below them and filed on all the remaining lands, including the site of the village it-
self. The man Helm, above them, bad patented his lands, built a good house, and 
was keeping considerable stock. The Indians could have no water except what he 
permitted to come down the canon. Three years ago one of their number bad been 
shot dead by Helm, w bo was set free on the usual plea of self defense. Since then the 
l11dians had been in continual terror. The new squatter had threatened them with 
the same fate if they came near his inclosures. Between these two squatters the In-
rlian village was completely hemmed in and cut off and starvation stared them in 
the face. In fact, in the course of t.he last winter one little girl bad actually died for 
want of food. Their countenances corroborated the tale. They were gaunt with 
hunger and full of despair. It would exceed the limits of this paper to give a full 
report of the interview with these Indians. It will not soon be forgotten by any one 
taking part in it-the solemn tones in which the Indians replied to the interpreter's 
quet.tions, the intent and imploring gaze with which they studied all our faces and 
listened to all the words unintelligible to them in which we spoke with one another. 
It was finally decided to forward to the Interior Department the affidavits of these 
Indians, setting forth the manner in which they bad been robbed of their lands, and 
requesting that Cloos's entry be held for cancellation, aud that Helm's patent be re-
opened. It was found, on looking the matter up in Washington, that several years 
ago this canon bad been withdrawn from market with a view to having it set off 
as a reservation for the Indians living in it, but the matter bad slipped everybody's 
mind. On visiting the San Ysidro Cafion ourselves a few weeks later, we found that 
Cloos, taking time by the forelock, bad sold out his homestead claim, his bouse, and 
what be was pleased to call his "improvements," for $600 to a poor old widow, Mrs. 
Pamela Hagar by ,name. We found Mrs. Hagar, with her son, on the ground, pre-
paring to. go into the bee business. She appeared very little surprised at hearing 
that the claim she had bought was a questionable one, remarking: "Well, I mis-
trusted something was wrong; Cloos seemed in such a burry to get his money." 
This woman appeared nearly as helpless as the Indians themselves. The deed she 
had taken from Cloos was not acknowledged; she had not got it recorded; her name 
was misspelled in it, and 'the enumeration of the sections, etc., in it did not agree 
with the list in the land-office certificate. Sbf} begged us to ask the Government to 
refund to her the sum she had paid to Cloos, and signed by her mark a paper saying 
she would accept it. It is a small sum, and as the poor old woman made the tran _..-
action in good faith, knowing notbmg about the Indians' presence on the placel. 
it would seem not unreasonable that she should be pah1. The next morning Cloos 
himself appeared on the scene, very angry and resen tful. He said be bad "a per-
fect right to file on that land," that "Indians were not citizens" and "had no right 
to public lands," and that "the stockmen of San Diego County were not going to 
stand the Indians killing their stock much longer;" that "the Government ought to 
put the Indians aU together so mew here and take care of them," and that " there'd 
be a big fight with Indians ~n San Diego County before long; we might rest assured 
of that;" and much more of the same sort, which would not be worth repeating, ex-
cept that it is a good illustration of the animus of the greater portion of sout,hern 
California ranchmen towards Indians. A few days after this we were gladdened by 
the news from Washington that Cloos's filing was held for cancellation, and that the 
Attorney-General had ordered proceedings to be begun in San Francisco for the va-
cating of Chatham Helm's patent. A few instances of such promptitude as this would 
change the whole status of the South California Indians, giving courage to them, 
and, what is still more important, making it clear to the perception of white men 
that the Indians' rights are no longer to be disregarded as they have been. 
EXHIBIT F. 
THE LOS COYOTES. 
Five miles up from the head of the San Ysidro Canon, to be reached only by a steep 
and narrow trail, lies a small valley on the desert side of the mountains. It is little 
,_moF~ Pllf/!11 .~ pocke~ on a ledge. From its rim one looks directly into the desert. 
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Few white men have ever penetrated to it, and the Indians occupying it. ha.ve been 
hitherto safe, by reason of the poverty and inaccessibility of their home. No agent 
has ever visited them; they have supported themselves by keeping stock and culti-
vating their few acres of land. There are not more than 80 acres all told in the val-
ley. About three weeks before our arrival at Warner's ranch a mannn.med Jim Fane, 
a comrade of Helm, who bad usurped the San Ysidro calion, having, no doubt, learned 
through Helm of the existence of the Los Coyotes Va.Uey, appen.red in thevillage and 
offered the Indians $200 for their place. They refused to sell, upon which he told them 
that he had filed on the land, should sta.y in any event, and proccedell to cut down 
trees and build a corral. It seems a marvelous forbearance on the part of a community 
numbering twenty-six able-bodied men and twenty-one women not to take any forcible 
measures to repel such an intruder as this. But the South California Indians have 
learnetl by long experience that in any contest with white men they are sure to be 
found in the wrong. Not an Indian laid violent bands on Fane. He seems to have 
gone about a& safely in the heart of this Indian villn.ge, which he was avowedly mak-
ing reaJy to steal, as if he had been in an empty wilderness. Mr. Kinney found him 
there, hard at work, his belt full of cartridges and pistols. He was a rough fellow, 
at :first disposed to be defiant and blustering, but on being informed of the Depart-
ment's action in the case of Cloos's :filing he took a milder tone, and signed a paper 
saying that he would take $75 for his "improvements." Later in the day, after con-
sulting with his friend Helm, he withdrew the paper and announced his determination 
to stay in the valley. On inquiry at the land office at Los Angeles we found that his 
filing had been returned to him for correction of errors. We were therefore in t.ime 
to secure the stopping of all further proceedings on his part through the land office. 
Nothing, however, but authorized and authoritative action on the part of the agent 
representing the Interior Department will stop his proceedings on the ground. Just 
before leaving California we received an urgent letter from the Los Coyotes' captain, 
saying that Fane was still there-still cutting down their trees and building corrals. 
'rhe Indians of this band are robust, active, and finely made, more nearly in the 
native health and strength of the race than any other band in the country. The large 
proportion of children also bore testimony to their healthful condition, there being 
thirty-five children to twenty-one women and twenty-six men. The captain had the 
lists of his people kept by three lines of notches on a stick, a new notch being made 
for each birth and crossed out for each death. They could count only up to five. 
Everything beyond that was" many." Their houses were good, built of hewn pine 
timber, with thatched roofs made from some tough, fibrous plant, probably the yucca. 
Each house had a thatched bower in front of it and stood in a fenced inclosure. 'l'hese 
Indians raise beans, pumpkins, wheat, barley, and corn. They have twenty-five head 
of cattle aud more horses. 'rhey saythey have lived in this valley always and never 
desire to leave it. The only things they asked for were a harnes'3, chain, colter, and 
five plows. They have now one plow. 
This village is one of the best illustrations of onr remarks on the need of itinerary 
labor among the Mission Indians. Here is a village of eighty-four souls living in a 
mountain fastness which they so lov_e they would rather die than leave it, but where 
the ordinary agencies and influences of civilization will never reach, no matter how 
thickly settled the regions below may come. A fervent religions and practical teacher, 
spending a few weeks each year among these Indians, might sow seed that would 
never cease-growing during the intervals of his absence. 
EXHIBIT G. 
THE SANTA YSABEL RANCH. 
The Santa Ysabel ranch is adjoining to Warner's ranch. It is well wooded, well 
watered, beautiful country, much broken by steep and stony mountains. The orig-
inal grant of this -ranch was confirmed March 17, 1858, to one Jose Ortego and the 
heirs of Edward Stokes. The patent was issued May 14, 1872. It is now owned by 
a Captain Wilcox, who has thus far not only left _ undisturbed the Indian village 
within the boundaries of his estate, bnt has endeavored to protect the Indians by 
allowing to the ranch lessee a rebate of $200 yearly on the rent on account of the 
Indians' occupancy. There is in the original grant of this ranch the following clause: 
"The grantees will leave free and undisturbed the agricultural lands which the In-
dians of San Diego are actually occupying." 
We found on arriving at the Santa Ysabel village that an intelligent young Indian 
living there had recently been elected as general over the Dieguino Indians in the 
neighborhood. He showed tons his papers and begged us to wait till he could have 
all his captains gathered to meet us. Eight villages he reported as being under his 
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control, Santa Ysabel, Me~:t <"hande, Mesa Chiquita, San JoseJ Mataguay, La Pnerta, 
Laguna, and Anaha. He was full of interest and inquiry and enthusiasm about h1s 
people. "I want know American way," he said in his broken English. "I want 
make all my people like American people: How I find out American laws f When 
white men lose cow, lose pig, they come here with pistol and say we J;IlUSt :find or give 
up man that stole. How we lmow f Is that American law 7 We aU alone out here. 
We got nobody show us. Heap things I want ask about. I make all my people work. 
We can't w·ork like American people; we ain't got work with; we ain't got wagon, 
harness; three old broked plows for all these people. What we want, some man right 
here to go to. While you here white man very good; when you go away trouble 
same as before." 
There are one hundred and seventy-one Indians in this village. They are very poor. 
l\Iany of their houses are of tule or brush, their clothes were scanty and ragged, some 
of the older men wearing but a single garment. That they had not been idle their 
big wheat :field proved; between three and four hundred acres fenced and the wheat 
well up. "How do you divide the crops 7" we asked. "Every man knows his own 
piece," was the reply. They sell all of this wheat that tlley can spare to a store-
keeper some three miles away. Having no wagon, they draw the wheat there on a 
wrt of a sledge or wood triangle, about four feet long, with slats across it. A rope is 
tied to the apex of this, then fastened to the horn of a saddle on a horse ridden by a 
man, who steers the sledge as best he may. The Indians brought this sledge to show 
us, to prove how sorely they needed wagons. They also made the women bring out 
• all the children and arrange them in rows, to show that they bad enough for a school, 
repeating over and over that they had many more, but they were all out digging 
wild roots and vegetables. "If there was not great many them, my people die hun-
gry," said the general; "them most what we got eat." It is a sore grievance to these 
Santa Ysabfll Indians that the Aqua Caliente Indians, only twenty miles away, have 
received from the Government a school, plows, wagons, etc., while nothing whatever 
has been done for them. "Them Aqua Caliente Indians got eYerything," sairl the 
general; " got hot springs, too; make money on them hot springs; my people got no 
chance make money." 
On the seconddayofonrstay in this region we sawfour ofthe young general's cap-
tains, those of Puerta San Felipe, San Jose, Anaha, and Laguna. In Puerta San 
Felipe are sixty-four people. This village is on a confirmed grant, the "Valle de San 
Felipe," confirmed to Felipe Castillo. The ranch is now leased to a Frenchman, who 
is taking away the water from the Indian village, and tells the captain that the 
whole village belongs to him, and that if anybody so much as hunts a rabbit on the 
place he will put him in prison. These people are in great destitution and trouble, 
being deprived of most of their previous means of support. The Anaha captam re-
ported :fifty-three people in hj.s village. White men had come in and fenced up land 
on both sides of him. "When he plants his wheat and grain the white men run 
their hogs into the :fields"; and" when the white men .find anything dead they come 
to him to make him tell everything about it, and he has not got anything to tell." 
The San Jose captain had a similar story. The Laguna captain was a tall, swarthy, 
well-to-do looking Indian, so unlike all the rest that we wondered what there could 
have been in his life to produce such a difference. He said nobody troubled hirp. He 
had good land, plenty of water, raised grain and vegetables, everything he wanted 
except watermelons. His village contained eleven persons; was to be reached only 
by a steep trail, the last four miles. We expressed our pleasure at :finding one In-
dian captain and village that ·were in no trouble and wanted for nothing. He 
smiled mysteriously, as we afterward recalled, and reiterated that nobody troubled 
him. The mystery was explained later, when we discovered accidentally in San 
Diego that this Laguna village had not escaped, as we supposed, the inroads of 
white men, and that the only reason that the Laguna Indians were not in trouble 
was that they had peaceably surrendered half their lands to a white man., who 
was living amicably among them under a sort of contract or lease. 
EXHIBIT H. · 
.MESA GRANDE. 
Mesa Grande lies high up above the Santa Ysabel village and 15 miles west of it. 
'!'he tract adjoins the Santa Ysabel ranch, and is, as its name indicates, a large table 
land. There was set off here in 1876 a large reservation, intend-ed to include the Mesa 
Grande Indian village, and also a smaller one of Mesa Chilquita; but, as usual, the 
villages were outside of the lines, and the lands reserved were chiefly worthless. One 
of the settlers in the neighborhood told us he would not take the whole reservation 
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as a gift and pay the taxes on it. The situation of the Indians here is exceedingly 
unfortunate and growing more and more so daily. The good Mesa Grande lands, 
which they once owned and occupied, and which should have been secured to them 
have been fast taken up by whites, the Indians driven of!', and~ as the young general 
said, "all bunched up till they haven't got any room." Both the Mesa Chilquita and 
Mesa Grande plateaus are now well under cultivation by whites, who have good 
houses and large tracts fenced in. 
They have built a good school-house, which wo chanced to pass at the hour of re-
cess; and, noting Indian faces amor:.g the children, stopped to inquire about them. 
There were out of twenty-seven scholars fifteen Indians or half-breeds, some of them 
the children of Indians who had taken up homesteads. We asked the teacher what 
was the relative brightness of the Indian and white children. Supposing that we 
shared the usual prejudice against Indians, the teacher answered in a judiciously 
deprecating tone, "Well, really there isn't so much difference between them as you 
would suppose." ''In favor of which race Y" we asked. Thus suddenly enlightened 
as to our animus in th,e matter, the teacher changed his tone, and said he found the 
Indian children full as bright as the whites ; in fact the brightest scholar he had was 
a half-breed girl. 
On the census list taken ofindiansin 1880 Mesa Grande andMesaChilquita are re-
ported as having, the first one hundred and three Indiaus, the second twenty-three. 
There are probably not so many now, the Mesa Chilquita tract being almost wholly 
in possession of the whites. The Mesa Grande village has a beautiful site on a small 
stream, in a sort of hill basin, surrounded by higher bills. The houses are chiefly 
adobe, and there is on one of the slopes a neat little adobe chapel, with a shingled 
1·oofnearly done, of which the Indians were very proud. There were many fields of 
grain and a few fruit orchards. The women gathered around our carriage in eager 
groups, insisting on shaking hands, and holding up their little children to shake 
hands also. They have but once seen an agent of the Government, and any evidence 
of real interest in them and their welfare touches them deeply. 
The condition of the Indians in this district is too full of complications and 
troubles to be written out here in detail. A verbatim copy of a few of our notes 
taken on the spot will give a good picture of the situation. 
"Chrysanto, an Indian, put off his farm two months ago by a white man named Jim 
Angel, with certificate of homestead from Los Angeles land office. Antonio Douro, 
another, put off in same way from his farm near school-house. He had built good 
wooden house; the white man took that and half his land. He was plowing when 
the white man came and said: ''Get out, I have bought this land." They have been 
to the agent. They have been ten times, till they are tired to go. Another American, 
named Hardy, ran an Indian off his farm, built a house on it, then he sold it to John-
son, and Johnson took a little more land and Johnson sold it to Stone, and he took 
still more. They used to be well :fixed, had plenty of stock, and hundreds of horses. 
Now they are all penned up, and have had to pay such fines, they have got poor. 
Whites take their horses and cattle and corral them and make them pay 25 cents, 50 
cents to get them out. "Is that American law?" they asked; "and if it is law for 
Indians' horses is it not same for white men's horses Y" But one Indian shut up some 
of the white men's horses that came on his land, and the constable came and took 
them all away and made the Indian p(ty money. The Americans so thick now they 
want all the Indians away, so to make them go they keep accusing them of stealing." 
This is a small tithe of what we were told. It was pitiful to see the hope die out 
of the Inuians' faces as they laid grievance after grievance before us, and we were ob-
liged to tell them we could do nothing, except to "tell the Government." On our 
way back to Santa Ysabel we were waylaid by several Indians, some of them very 
aged, each with the same story of having been driven off or being in imminent dan-
ger of being driven off his lands. 
On the following day we had a long interview with one of thew bite settlers of Mesa 
Grande, and learned some particularR as to a combination into which the Mesa Grande 
whites had entered to protect themselves against cattle and horse thieves. The young 
Indian general was present at this interview. His boots were toeless; he wore an old 
gingham shirt and ragged waistcoat, but his bearing was full of dignity. According 
to the white man's story, this combination was not a vigilance committee at all. It 
was called ''The Protective League of Mesa Grande," and bad no special reference to In-
dians in any way. According to the Indian general's story, it was a vigilance commit-
tee, and all theindiansknewverywell that their lives wereindangerfrom it. The white 
man protested against this and reiterated his former statements. To our inquiry why 
if the league were for the mutual protection of all cattle owners in the region the cap-
tains of the Indian villages were not invited to join it, he replied that he himself would 
have been in favor of that, but that to the average white settler in the region such a 
suggestion would be like a red rag to a bull; that he himself, however, was a warm 
friend to the Indians. "How long you been friend to Indians Y" asked the boy gen-
eral with quiet sarcasm. We afterwards learned by inquiry of one of the most intlu~ 
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ential citizens of a neighbori 1g town that this protective le.ague was in fact nothing 
more or less than a vigilance committee, and that it meant short shrift to Indians; 
but being l1etra;ved by one oi its members it had come to an untimely end, to the great 
relief of all law-abiding people in the vicinity. He also added that the greater part 
of the catt.le and horse stealing in the region was done by Mexicans and whites, not 
by Indians. 
Whether it is possible for the Government to put these Mesa Grande Indians into a 
position to protect themselves, and have anything like a fair chance to make their 
living in their present situation, is a question; but that it ought to be done, if possi-
ble, is beyond question. It is grievous to think that this :fine tract of land, so long 
owned and occupied by these Indians, :;tnd in good faith intended by the Govern-
ment to be set aside for their use, has thus passed into other hands. Even if the 
reservation tract, some three hundred acres, has been by fraudulent representations 
restored to the public domain, and now occupied by a man named Clelland, who has 
taken steps to patent it, the tract by proper investigation and action could probably 
be reclaimed for the Indians'use. 
EXHIBIT I. 
CAPITAN GRANDE. 
Capitan Grande is the name of the canon through which the San Diego River comes 
down from the Cuyumaca Mountains, where it takes its rise. The canon is 35 miJes from 
the city of San Diego, is 15 miles long, and has narrow bottom lands along the river, in 
some places widening out into good meadows. It is in parts beautifully wooded and 
full of luxuriant growths of shrubs and vines and flowering plants. In 1853 a band of 
Dieguino Indians were, by the order of Lieutenant Magruder, moved from San Diego 
to this calion (see paper No.1, appended hereto). These Indians have continued ever 
since to live there, although latterly they have been so much pressed upon by white 
settlers that their numbers have been reduced. A large reservation, showing on the 
record nineteen full sections, was set off here, in 1876, for these Indians. It is nearly 
all on the bare sides of the mountain walls of the canon. As usual, the village site 
was not taken in by the lines. Therefore white settlers have come in and the Indians 
been driven away. We were informed that a petition was in circulation for the res-
toration to the public domain of a part of this reservation. We could not succeed in 
findmg a copy of this petition ; but it goes without saying that any such petition 
means the taking away from the Indians the few remaining bits of good land in their 
possession. There are now only about sixty Indians left in this canon. Sixteen years 
ago there were from one hundred and :fifty to two hundred-a flourishing community 
with large herds of cattle and horses and good cultivated fields. It is not too late 
for the Government to reclaim the greater part of this canon for its rightful owner's 
use. The appended affidavits, which we forwarded to Washington, will show the 
grounds on which we earnestly l'ecommended such a course. 
PAPER No. 1. 
[Copy of Colonel Magruder's order locating the Indians in Cap1tan Grande.] 
MISSION SAN DIEGO, February 11 1883. 
Permission is hereby given to. Patricio and Leandro, alcalde and captain, to culti-
vate and live at the place called Capitan Grande, about four leagues to the south and 
east of Santa Ysabel, as it is with extreme difficulty that these Indians can gain a 
subsistence on the lands near the mission in consequence of the want of sufficient wa-
tur for irrigation. It is understood that this spot, called as above, Capitan Grande, 
is a part of the public domain. All persons are hereby warned against disturbing or 
iitterfering with the said Indians or their people, in the occupation or cultivation of 
said lands. Any complaints in reference to said cultivation or to the right of occu-
pancy must be laid before the commanding officer of this post, in the absence of the 
Indian agent for this part of the country. 
(Signed by Colonel Magruder.) 
PAPER No.2. 
[Copy of affidavit of the captain of Capitan Grande Indians and one of his head· men.]" 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
County of San Diego : 
In the application of Daniel C. Isham, James Meade, Mary A. Taylor, and Charles 
Hensley. 
Ignacio Curo and Marcellino, being duly sworn by me through an interpreter, and 
the words being interpreted to each and every one of them, each for himself deposes 
and says: 
I am an Indian belonging to that portion of the Dieguino Indians under the cap-~ 
tamship of lgi1acio Cnro, and residing in the rancheria of Capitan Grande, being also 
H. Rep. 10-2.1 
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a part and portion of tl10 Indian people known as Mission Indians; our said rancheria 
was located at Capitan Grande, where we all now reside in A. D. 1853, by an order 
issued by Colonel Magruder, of the United States Army, located at the post of San 
Diego, on February 1 of said year, 185;~. That since that time we and our families 
have resided on and possessed said lands. That said lands are included in township 
14 south, range 2 east of San Bernardino meridian in San Diego County, State of 
California. 
That affiants are informed and believe that Daniel C. Isham, James Meade, Mary 
A. Taylor, and Charles Hensley have each of them filed in the land office of Los 
Angeles their application for pre-emption or Lomestead of lands included in the lands 
heretofore possessed by affiants, and now occupied by the rancheria of affiants as a 
home for themselves and families. That said affiants and their tribe have constantly 
occupied and partly cultivated the land so claimed by said Isham, Meade, Taylor~ and 
Hensley since the year 1853. That they nor their tribe have ever signed any writing 
yielding possession or abandoning their rights to said lands; hut that ~aid parties 
heretofore mentioned are attempting by deceit, fraud, and violence to obtain said 
lands from affiants and the Government of the United States. Affiauts therefore pmy 
that the land officers of the United States Government will protect them in their right 
and stay all proceedings on the part of said claimants until the matter is thoroughly 




IGNATIO CURO, his + mark. 
MARCELLINO, his + mark. 
[Copy of affidavit of Anthony D. Ubach in regard to Capitan Grande Indians. and in the matter of the 
application of Daniel Isham, James Meade, Mary A. Taylor, and Charles Hensley.] 
Anthony D. Ubach, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and says: I am now, 
and have been continuously for the last seventeen years, Catholic pastor at San Diego, 
and have frequently made official visitations to the various Indian village~; or ranche-
rias in said country; that I l•ave frequently during said time visited the Capitan 
Grande rancheria, on the San Diego River, in said county of San Diep;o; that when 
I first visited said rancheria, some seventeen years ago, the Indians belonging to the 
rancheria cultivated the valley below the falls on the San Diego River and herded 
and kept their stock as far up as said falls; that I know the place now occupied and 
claimed by the above-named applicants and each of them, and also the place occupied 
and claimed by Dr. D. W. Strong; that from the time I first visited said rancheri~ 
until the la.nds were occupied by the aforesaid white men said lands were occupied, 
cultivated, and used by the Indians of Capitan Grande rancheria as a part of their 
rancheria; that upon one occasion I acted as interpreter for Capitan Ignacio Curo in 
a negotiation between said Capitan Ignacio and D. W. Strong, and that said Strong 
at that time rented from said Ignacio a portion of the rancheria lands for bee pasture. 
, I also know that Capt. A. P. Knowles and A. S. Grant also rented the lands froru the 
Indians of the rancheria when they first located there. 
ANTHONY D. UBACH. 
SAN DIEGO, State of California. 
PAPER No.4. 
L Copy of the deposition of J. S. Manasse in the matter of the Capitan Grande Indians and the appli• 
cation of Daniel Isham, James Meade, Mary A. Taylor, and Charles Hensley.] 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
San Diego County: 
J. S. Manasse, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and says: I am now, and have 
been continuously since the year 1853, a resident of said county of San Diego; that I 
have known these certain premises on the San Diego River, said county, known as 
the Capitan Grande rancheria, ~ince the year 1856; that at that time and for many 
years thereafter the Indians belonging to said Capitan Grande rancheria occtlpied and 
cultivated their fields as far up as the falls on the San Diego River; that the prem-
ises now occupied by the above-named applicants were so occupied and cultivated by 
the Indians belonging to said rancheria during the time aforesaid; I know that 
about one year ago Capt. A. P. Knowles paid rent to Ignacio Curo for a portion of 
the l4;tnd now claimed by the above-named applicant, Charles Hensley; also that when 
I first knew of the rancheria and for many years thereafter the Indians of that ran-
cheria owned and kept thllre a considerabie number of cattle, horses, aud sheep. 
. J. s. MANASSE. 
' The lands above referred to as claimed by Dr. D. W. Strong were patented by him 
September 15,' 18tl2. They include all the lands formerly cultivated by th~ l~dians 
and used for stock pasturage at the head of the canon. When, at the expuatwu of 
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his first year's lease of the tract for bee pastura,xe, the Indians asked if he wished ~o 
renew the lease, he informed them that he should stay and file on the land. Hts 
lines are as follows: NE. i of NE. :f, S. t of NE:. :f, and NW. i of SE. i, Sec. 2, '1'. 14 
S., R. 2 E., S. B. M., Home No. 969. 
Charles Hensley's homestead entry is as follows: No. 986, March 29, 188'2. S. i of 
NW. t and W. t of SW. :f, Sec. 22, T. 14 S., R. 2 E., S. B. M. This is on the original 
site of the Indian village, and Hensley is living in Capt. Ignacio Cnro's house, for 
which, after being informed that he had to leave it at any rate and might as well get 
a little money for it, Ignacio took a small sum of money. 
James Meade's entry, which included Mary Taylor's interest, is as follows: No. 987, 
March 29, 1882. N. t of NW. i and N. t of NE. i, Sec. 22, T. 14 S., R. 2 E., S. B. M. 
Captain K1wwlPs's Jines we did not ascertain. He claims and in one way or another 
occupies several tracts in the canon. 
EXHIBIT J. 
THE SEQUAN INDIANS, 
The Seq nan Indians are a small baud of Dieguino Indians living in a rift of the bills 
on one side of the Sweetwater Caiion, about 20 miles from San Diego. There are less 
than fifty of them all told. They are badly off, having for the last ten years been 
more and more encroached on by white settlers, until now they can keep no cattle, 
and have little cultivable la.ud left. There is a small reservation of one section set off 
for them, but the lines were never pointed out to them, and they said to us they did 
not know whether it were true that they had a reservation or not. They had heard 
also tl.Jat there was an agent for the Indians, but they did not know whether that were 
true or not. As nearly as we could determine, this village is within the reservation 
lines; and if it is, some of the fields which have been recently taken away from the 
Indians by the whites must be also. They had the usual bundle of tattered "papers" 
to stow, some of which were so old they were hardly legible. One of them was a cer-
tificate from a justice of the peace in San Diego, setting forth that this justice, by 
virtue of pov;cr in him vested by the California State law, did "permit hereby all 
these Indians to occupy peaceably and without disturbance all the certain land and 
premises heretofore occupied and held by these Indians aforesaid, including all their 
right and title to all other necessary privileges thereto belonging, mainly the water 
necessary for the irrigation of their lands." ' 
These Indians are much dispirited and demoralized, and wretchedly poor. Prob-
ably the best thing for them would be, in case the Capitan Grande Canon is cleared 





The Conejos are of the Dieguino tribe. Their village is said to be partly on the Cap-
itan Grande Reservation. One man familiar with the region told us that the reservation 
line ran through the center of thfl Conejos village. The village is reached only by a nine-
miles horseback trail, and we did not visit it. Tho captain came to San Diego to see us 
and we also learned many particulars of the village from an intelligent ranch woman 
who has spent eleven summers in its vicinity. There are thirty-two men, twenty-six 
women, .and twenty-two children in the band. '£hey have good fields of wheat, and 
raise com, squashes, and beans; yet there is not a plow in the village. The captain is 
\'ery st.rennons in his efi'orts to make all his [ndians work. When strange Indians come 
t.o the village to visit they also are set to work. No one is allowed to remain longer 
than three days without lending a hand at the village labor. They are a strong and 
robust band. They say they have always lived in their present place. The captain 
:u~ked for plows, harnesses, and "a1l things to work with," also for some clothes for 
his very old men and women. He also begged to be "told all the things he ought to 
know"; said no agent had ever visited them, and" no one ever told them any thing." 
In many of their perplexities they are in the habit of consulting Mrs. Gregory, and 
Hhe often mounts her horse and rides nine miles to be present at one oi their council~. 
Not long ago one of their number, a very young Indian, having stabbed a white man 
living near Julian, was arrested, put in jail, and in imminent danger of being lynched 
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by the Julian mob. They were finally persuadecl, however, to give him up to his 
tribe to be tried and punished by them. Mrs. Gregory was sent for to be p1·esent a~ 
the trial. The facts in the case were, that the Irishman bad attempted to take the 
young Indian's wife by force. The husband interfering, the Irishman, who was 
drunk, fired at him, upon which the Indian drew his knife and stabbed the Irishman. 
Mrs. Gregory found the young Indian tied up in the snow, a circle of Indians sitting 
around him. Recounting the facts, the captain said to Mrs. Gregory," Now, what do 
you think I ought to do?" ''Would you think he deserved punishment if it were an 
Indian he had stabbed under the same circumstances?" asked Mrs. Gregory. "Cer-
tainly not," was the reply, ''we should say he didjustright." "I think so, too," said 
Mrs. Gregory i "the Irishman deserved to be killed." But the captain said the white 
people would lle angry with him if no punishment were inflicted on the young man; 
so they whipped him and banished him from the rancheria for one year. Mrs. Greg-
ory said that during the eleven years that they had kept their cattle ranch in the 
neighborhood of this village, but one cow had ever been stolen by the Indians; and 
in that instance the Indians themselves assisted in tracking the thief, and punished 
him severely. 
EXHIBIT L. 
PALA AND ITS NEIGHBORHOOD. 
In the days of the prosperity of the San Luis Rey Mission, Pala was one of its chief 
appanages. It lies an easy day's journey from San Luis Rey, in the valleyoftheSan 
Luis Rey River. It has also a little strea.m of Hs o·• ·n, the Pala Creek. It is a beautiful 
spot, surrounded by high hills, with wooded spars, and green bits of meadow here and 
there. The ruins of the old mission buildings are still standing, and services are held 
several times a year in the dilapidated chapel. It has always been a favorite spot 
with the San Luis Rey Indians, some five or six hundred of whom are living in the 
region. The chief settlements are Pala, Pauma~ Apecbe, La Jolla, and Rincon. At 
Pala, La Jolla, and Rincon are reservations. Of the Pala Reservation some tracts have 
been restored to the public domain, to be patented to whitoo. The remainder of this 
reservation, so far as we could learn its location, conta.ins very little good land, the 
greater part of it being in the wash of the creek. The Rincon Reservation is better, 
being at the head of the valley, directly on the river, walled into the south by high 
mountains-. It is, as its name signifies, in a corner. Here is a village of nearly two 
hundred Indians; their fields are fenced, well irrigated, and under good cultivation 
in grains and vegetables. They have stock-cattle, horses, and sheep. As we drove 
into the village, an Indian boy was on band with his hoe to instantly repair the break 
in the embankment of the ditches across which we were obliged to drive. These 
Indians have been reported to us as being antagonistic and troublesome, having refused 
to have a Government school established there. Upon inquiry of them we found that 
the latter fact was true. They said they wanted a title to their lands, and till they 
had that they did not wish to accept anything from the Government; that the agent 
had promised it to them again and again, but that they had now lost faith in ever 
getting it. The captain said: "The Commissioners come on.e day and tell us we own 
the lands and fields; the next day comes somebody and measures, and then we are 
out of our houses and fields, and have to live like dogs." On the outskirts of this vil-
lage is living a half-breed, Andrew Scott, who claims some of the Indians' fields, and 
·cuts off part of their water supply. He is reported as selling whisky to them, and in 
this and other ways doing them great harm. It is not improbable that he would be 
found to be -within the reservation lines. 
Between the Rincon and Pala lies the Pauma village. It is on the Pauma ranch, 
the purchase of which for Indian occupancy we have recommended to the Govern-
ment. This ranch is now rented, and the Indians are much interfered with by the 
lessee, who is naturally reluctant to lose the profit off a single acre of the land. There 
is in the original grant of the Pauma ranch the following clause: "They shall have 
free the arable lands now occupied by the Indians who are established thereon, as 
also the lands they may need for their small quantity of live stock." 
The La Jolla region we were unable to visit. The Indian village is said to be out-
side the reservation lines. There is a claim against this tract, and the La Jolla cap-
tain told us that the parties representing it had said to him that they were coming in 
with sheep next year, and would drive all the Indians out. Upon inquiry at the sur-
veyor-general's office in San Francisco in regard to the La Jolla tract, we learned that 
there is a record on file in the archives of that department purporting to show that 
there was a grant made in favor of the Indians of San Luis Rey, Pablo, and Jose A pis, 
for a tract of land named La Jolla, in the immediate vicinity of the Valle de San Jose, 
. dated November 7, 1845, signed by Pio Pico; deposited in the archives Jan~ 31, 
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1878. From Mr. Chauncey M. Hayes, a resident of Sau Luis Roy, the ::t!!cnt of the 
Pauma ranch, we received the following let;ter on the subject of La Jolla: 
''La Jolla was granted November 7, 1tl45, by the Mexican Government to Jose and 
Pablo Apis Indians, Expedieute No. 242, and is recorded in the surveyor-general's 
office, in book No.4, p. 17. It was not presented to the land commissioner in H358, 
and remained without any action being taken. Col. Cave J. Couts, now deceased, 
uought the interest of the grantees, and a contract was afterwards made between 
Judge E. D. Sawyer, of San :Francisco, and himself to secure its approval by a spe-
cial act of Congress. About three years ago an act was passed approving the grant 
for about 8,848 acres, reserving therefrom all lands then occupied. If this included 
Indians there wonld not be much of La Jolla left." 
It is evident that this is a claim which should be closely investigated. The proba-
bilities are that it would not bear such investigation. In Pala some of the Indians 
had been ejected from their homes under circumstances of great cruelty and injustice; 
affidavits setting forth the facts in their case were forw:trded by us to Washington 
(see Paper No. 1, appended hereto). It is to be hoped that the Indians can be rein-
stated in their homes. If the Pauma ranch be pul'chased for Indian occupancy, as we 
recommend, it will, with the present reservation tracts of the Rincon, Pala, and La 
Jolla, make a sizable block of land, where the Indians will he comparatively free from 
white intrusion, aml where they will have a gooo chance to support themselves by 
agriculture and stock-raising. 
Paper No. 1, appended to Exhibit L. 
rAffidavit of the claims of Arthur Golsh, Gaetano Golsh, and otherA, to a certain piece of land in town· 
ship of Pala.] 
Patricio Soberano and Felipe Joqua, being duly sworn by 'me through an interpre-
ter, and the words hereof being interpreted to each and every one of them, each for 
himself deposes and says: I am an Indian, belonging to that portion of the San Lnise-
nos Indians under the captainship of Jose Antonio Sal, and belonging in the rancheria 
of Pala. I have occupied the land in question ever since my childhood, togther with 
Geronimo Lugo and Luis Ardillo, our wives and families numbering in all twenty-nine 
persons. I have resided on t.lw land in question continuously until December, 1882, 
About five years ago one Arthu1' Golsh rented of Lais Ardillo a portiou of said land for 
three months at a rental of $5 per month. After this, said Golshclaimed the property 
of Ardillo and of the three other Indians; ordered them to leave; used threats; on 
one occasion aimed a pistol at Patricio Soberano. He then proceeded to file on the 
land, and obtained a patent for the land while these Indians were still residing upon 
it. The said Indians had upon the said land four houses, one of which is adobe, vari-
ous inclosed fields, and a long ditch for bringing irrigation water to the said lands. 
In spite of the threats of Arthur Golsh and others we continued to occupy the lands 
until December, 1882, when we were informed by Agent S. S. Lawson that if we did 
not leave voluntarily we would be put off by the sheriff. . 
Said affiants therefore pray that said land be returned to the said Indians by the 
United States Government. 
Signed by Patricio Soberano and Felipe Joqua in presence of the justice of the peace, 
in Pala. . 
EXHIBIT M. 
THE PACHANGA INDIANS. 
This little band of Indians is worthy of a special mention. They are San Luisenos, 
and formerly lived in the Temecula Valley, where they had good adobe houses and a 
largetractof land underculti vation. The ruins of these houses are still standing there, 
also their walled graveyard full of graves. There had been a settlement of Indians in 
this Temecula Valley from time immemorial, and at the time of the secularization of the 
missions many of the neophytes of San Luis Rey returned thither to their old home. 
At the time of the outbreak of the Agua Caliente Indians, in 1851, these Temecula In-
dians refused to join in it and moved their families and stock to Los Angeles for pro-
tection. Pablo: their chief at that time, was a man of some education, could read and 
write, and possessed large herds of cattle and horses. This Temecula Valley was a part 
of the tract given to the San Luisenos and Dieguinos by the treaty of January 3, 1853, 
referred to in the body of this report. (See page-.) In 1873 a decree of ejectment 
against these Indians was obtained in the San Francisco courts without the Indians' 
knowledge. The San Diego Union of September 23, 1875, says on the subject: 
"For forty years these Indians have been recognized as the most thrifty and indus-
trious Indians in all California. For more than. twenty years past these Indians have 
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been yearly told by the United States commissioners and agE\nts, both special and 
general, as well as by their legal counsel, that they could remain on these lands. 
Now, without any previous knowledge by them of any proceedings in court,, they are 
ordered to leave their lands and homes. The order of ejectment has been served on 
them by the sheriff of San Diego County. He is not only commanded to remove theae 
Indians, but to take of their property whatever may be required to pay the costs in. 
em-red in the snit." 
Comment on the extracts would be superfluous. There is not often so much of history 
condensed in the same number of newspaper paragraphs. A portion of these Temecula. 
Indians, wishing to remain as near, their old homes and the graves of their dead as pos-
sible, Wf:'nt over in the Pachanga canon, only 3 miles distant. It was a barren, dry 
spot; but the Indians sunk a well, built new houses, and went to work again. In the 
spring of 1882, when we first visited the place, there was a considerable amount ofland 
in wheat and barley, and a little fencing had been done. In July, 1882, the tract was 
set ofiby Executive order oo a reservation for these Indians. In the following May we 
visited the valley again. Our first thought on entering it was, would that all persons 
who still hold to the belief that Indians will not work could see this valley. It would 
be hardly an extreme st.atement to say that the valley was one continuous field of grain. 
At least four times the amount of the previous year had been planted. Corrals had been 
built, fruit orchards started; ·on~ man had even so far followed white men's example as 
to fence in his orchard a piece of the road which passed his place. The whole expression 
of the place had changed; so great a stimulus had there been to the Indians in even the 
slight additional sense of security given by the Executive order setting off their valley 
as -a reservation. And, strangely enough, as if nature herself had conspired at once to 
help and to avenge these Indians in the Temecula Val1ey fro.m which they had been 
driven out, the w bite men's grain crops were thin, poor, hardly worth cutting; w bile 
the Indians' fields were waving high and green-altogether the best wheat and barley 
we had seen in the county. It is fortunate that this little nook of cultivable land was 
set aside as a reservation. Had it not been it would have been'' filed on" before now 
by the whites in the region, who already look with envy and chagrin on the crops the 
Intlian exiles have wrested from land nobody thought worth taking up. 
A Government school has been opened here within the past year, and the scholars 
have made good progress. We found, however, much unpleasant feeling among the 
Indians in regard to the teacher of: this school, owing to his having a few years before 
driven off four Indian families from their lands at Pala, and patented the lands to 
himself. There were also other rumors Reriously affecting his moral char11cter, which 
led us to make the suggestion in regard to the employment of female teachers in these 
Indian schools. (See report recommendation.) As one of the Indians forcibly said, 
to set such men as this over schools was like setting the wolf to take care of the 
lambs. 
These Pachanga Indians had, before the setting aside of their tract as a reservation, 
taken steps towards the securing of their canon and the dividing it among themselves 
under the provisions of the Indian homestead act. They were counseled to this, and 
assisted in it by Richard Eagan, of SanJuan Capistrano, well known as a good friend 
of the Indians. They have expressed themselves as deeply regretting that they were 
persuaded to abandon this plan and have the tract set off as a reservation. They 
were told that they could in this way get their individual titles just as securely and 
withopt cost. Finding that they have no individual titles, and can not get them, they 
are greatly disappointed. It would seem wise to allow them as soon as possible to 
carry out their original intention. They are quite ready and fit for it. 
EXHIBIT N. 
THE DESERT INDIANS. 
The Indians known as the Desert Indians are chiefly of the Cahuilla tribe, and are aU 
under the control of an aged chief named Cabezon, who is said to have more power and 
influence than any Indian now living in California. These Indians' settlements are lit-
erally in the desert ; some of them being in that depressed basin, many feet below sea 
level, which all travelers over the Southern Pacific Railroad will recollect. There is 
in this desert one reservation, called Agua Caliente, of about 60,000 acres. From the 
best information that we can get this is all barren, desert land, with only one spring 
in it. These Desert Indians are wretchedly poor, and need help perhaps more than 
any others in southern California. We were unable to visit these Indians personally, 
but were so fortunate as to induce Capt. J. G. Stanley, a former Indian agent for the 
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Mission Indians, and a warm friend of theirs, to go out in our stead and report to us 
on their condition. His report is herewith given: 
''Mrs. H. H. JACKSON: 
''MADAM: In compliance with your request, I proceeded to the Cabezon Valley and 
have endea\'orecl, as far as possible with the limited time at my command, to ascer-
1 a in the preseu t condition and actual necessities of these Indians that still inhabit 
that portion of the Colorado Basin known as the Cabezon Valley, that being also the 
namo of the head chief, who, from the best information that call be obtained, is not 
lesa than ninety and probably one hundred years old, and who still has great influence 
with all the Indians in that region. I found it impracticable to visit all the ranch-
arias, and accordingly sent out runners and called a council of all the Indians of all 
the villages to be held at a point on the railroad known as vValter's Statio11, that being 
the most centr::t.l point. The next clay there were present in council abou t.one hundred 
Indians, including the captains of all the rancherias and the old chief Cabezon. Hav-
ing been spe(·ial agent under the oldsuperintendentsystem, and well acquainted with 
the Indians, I was received by them with the greatest cordiality. I read and inter-
preted your letter to Cabezon, and also explained that you were not ahle to visit them 
in person on account of ill health. The Indians, through their spokQsruan or inter-
preter, then stated their cause of complaint. First, that Mr. Lawson had never vis-
ited their villages nor taken any interest in their welfare; that he had allowed his 
interpreter, Juan Morengo, to take the advantage ofthem; that Juan Morengo had 
made a contract for them with a man in San Bernardino to cut wood on land claimed 
by the Indians for the railroad company, he taking the lion's share on the profits, and 
agreeing to pay them every Saturday in money; that Juan Moren go took some $200 
belonging to the Indians and appropriated it to his own use; that the contractor did 
not pay as agreed, but wished the Indiaus to take poor flour a,nd other articles at a 
great price. There may Le some exaggeration of the causes of complaint, but it is 
evident that no one has looked after the rights of these Indians. The Indians have 
stopped cutting the wood, and they say the contractor tells them he will send others 
to cut wood if they will not do it. If I understand rightly this is Government land, 
and no one has a right to cut the timber. It is trne, it is mesquite timber, and they 
profess to cut only the dry trees, but the mesquite is invaluable to the Indians. It 
not only makes their fires, but its fruit supplies them with a large amount of subsist-
ence. The mesquite bean is used green and dry, and at the present time is their prin-
cipal article of food. .Moreover, with~mt the mesquite tree the valley would bo an 
absolute desert. The wood (the dead trees) could be made a source of employment 
and profitable revenue to the Indians if cut with proper regulations, but the present 
mode is destruction to the timber and benefits but few of the Indians. I have ex-
tended my remarks on this subject, as I think it very important. If the wood is 
to be cut the Indians should Le supplied with wagons and harness that they may 
do all the work of delivering the wood and get the profit of their Jn.Lor. I wonld 
suggest that it is very important that a trac·t of country be segregated and set 
apart for these Indians. There is a vast amount of desert laud in their country, 
but there are spots in it that have been occupied by them for hundreds of years 
where wheat, corn, melons, and other farm products can be grown. There is very 
little running water, but water is so near the surface that it can be easily developed. 
The Indians appear to know nothing of any lands being set apart for them1 but 
claim the whole territory i.hey have always occupied. I think that to avoid com-
plications something should be done for these Indians immediately to protect their 
interests. At present there are eight villages or rancherias, each with its own cap-
tain, but all recognizing old Cabezon as head chief. I ascertained from each captain 
tbe number belonging to his village, and I found the aggregate to be 560 souls. These 
Indians are not what are called Christianized Indians. They never belonged to the 
missions and have never been received into any church. They believe in spirits and 
witchcraft. While I was among them I was told by a white man that the Indians 
intended to kill one of their number because he had bewitched a man and made him 
sick. I asked the interpreter about it. He acknowledged it to be true, but said they 
only intended to frighten him so that he would let the man alone. I told him it would 
be wrong to kill the Indian, and he said they would not do it. They are very anxious 
to have schools established amongst them, and are willing to all live in one village if 
a suitable place can be selected. I shall offer as my opinion that immediate steps 
should be taken to set apart lands- for these India.ns, th'l.t they he permitted to cut 
wood for sale only on the public lands in Cabezon Valley, that no one be permitted to 
cut any green timber in tho valley, that two strong wagons and harness for twelve 
horses be furnished (or loaned) to the India,ns for the purpose of hauling wood only, 
that lumber be furnished to make sheds fc•r said wagons and harness. The Indians 
have horses of their own. 
''All of which is respectfully submitted. 
H. Rep. 328.2-3 "J. G. STANLEY." 
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E~HIBI'l' 0. 
'I'B:J~ SAN GORGONIO RESERVATION. 
This is the only reservation of any size or value in southern California. It lies in 
the San Gorgonio Pass, between the San Bernardino and San Jacinto Mountains. The 
Southern Pacific Railroad passes throughout it. It is a large tract, including a con-
siderable proportion of three townships. It is an exposed situation, opAn to the desert 
winds, and very hot ~n summer. A small white settlement, called Ban11ing, lies in 
this district. Most of the titles to these settlements are said to have been acquired 
before the reservation was set off. We received from the settlers in Banning the fol-
lowing letter: 
"To Mrs. Jackson and Mr. Kinney, commissioners, etc.: 
"At a public meeting of all the residents on the lands reserved for Indian purposes, 
held at Banning, :in San Gorgonio Pass, San Bernardino County, Cal., it was re-
solved that a delegation from our inhabitants be appointed to proceed to San Ber-
. nardino and lay before the commissioners a statement of the existing status of the 
lands reserved for Indian purposes as affecting the citizens resident on those town-
ships known as 2 and 3 S., R. 1 E. and 2 S., R. 2 E., in San Bernardino meridian. 
Believing that it is of the utmost importance that yon should become conversant 
with facts affecting the condition and future well-being of the Indians whom it is 
designed to place upon these lands, we respectfully request a hearing. Among those 
facts as affecting the residents directly, and more remotely the Indians, are the fol-
lowing: 
"There is in San Gorgonio Township, of which these lands are a part, a population 
of250 souls. In Towl)ship 3 S., R. 1 E., is the villa~e of Banning, which is the busi-
ness center of the surrounding country, and has an Immediately surrounding popula-
tion numbering 50 souls. It has post and express offices, railroad depot, district 
school, church organization, general merchandise store, the flume of the San Gorgo-
nio Fluming Company, two magistrates; and during the last year there was sold or 
shipped from this place alone fully 20,000 bushels of wheat and barley, over 200 tons 
of baled hay, a large amount of honey, butter, eggs, poultry, live stock, etc., besides 
200 cords of wood. Although more than half of the area of this township is in the 
mountains and uninhabited, from the remaining portion, which is surveyed land, 
there is at this time fully 1,200 acres in grain, and the value of t.he improved prop-
erty is over $50,000, exclusive of railroad property. Vested interests have been ac-
quired to all the water available for irrigation under the code oflaws existing in this 
State. Wells have repeatedly been dug without success in this township. United 
States patents to lands were granted in this township long anterior to the Executive 
order reserving the lands for Indian purposes, and since then the population has not 
increased. No Indian has within the memory of man resided in this township. 
There are not over two entire sections of land in the entire area left available for 
cultivation, and on these, without abundance ofwater, no one could possibly succeed 
in earning a livelihood. One ofthese sections was occupied and was abandoned, the 
attempt to raise a cereal crop having failed. The extreme aridity of tne climate 
renders the successful growth of cereals problematical even when summer fallowing 
is pursued, and the amount of human casualty possessed by the average Indian does 
not usually embrace the period of two years. To intersperse Indians between white 
settlers who own the railroad land or odd sections and the remaining portions of the 
Government sections where a' no fence' law exists, as here, would not be conducive 
to the well-being of the Indians, and would result in a depreciation of our property 
alike needlelils and disastrous. In township 2 S., R. 2 E., there are not over eighty 
acres available-that in Weaver Creek Canon, where the water was acquired and util-
ized befora the Executive order and the legal right well established. In township 2 
S., R. 1 E., settlements were made many years before the issue of the order of reser-
vation, especially on odd-numbered sections or railroad lands, as then supposed to be, 
and these bona fide settlers have acquired claims in equity to their improvements. 
On one ranch in this township, that of Messrs. Smith & Stewart, who have cultivated 
and improved the mesa or bench lands, there was produced several tJ;wusa.nd sacks of 
~rain, but this involved such an outlay of capital and knowledge, besides experience 
In grain growing, such as Indians do not possess. In this township, embracing the 
three mentioned, there are upward of forty voters, and these unanimously and re-
~pectfully ask you to grant us a hearing, when we can reply to any interrogatories you 
may be pleased to make. If you will kindly name the time when to you convenient, 
the undersigned will at once wait upon you. "W. K. DuNLAP. 
"BEN. W. SMITH. 
"S. Z. MILLARD. 
"WELWOOD MuRRAY. 
"GEo. C. EGAN. 
" D. A. ScoTr. 
"G. ScoTr.'' 
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There is upon this San Gorgonio Reservation a considerable amount of tillable land. 
There are also on it several small but good water rights. One of these springs, with 
the adjacent land, is occupied by an Indian village called the Poterro, numbering 
about sixty souls; an industrious little community, with a good amount of land fenced 
and under cultivation. These Indians are in great trouble on account of their stock, 
the approaches to their stock ranges having been by degrees all fenced off by white 
settlers, leaving the Indians no place where they can run their cattle without risk of 
being corralled and kept till fines are paid for their release. All the other springs 
except this one are held by white settlers, who, with one excepti<Jn, we were informed, 
have all come on within the past five years. They claim, however, to have bought 
the rights of former settlers. One of the largest blocks of this reservation lies upon 
the San Bernardino Mountain, and is a fair stock range. It is now used for this pur-
pose by a man named Hyler. The next largest available block of land on the reser-
vation is now undl:'r tillage by the dry system by the firm of Smith & Stewart. There 
is also a bee ranch on the reservation belonging to Herron & Wilson. One of the 
springs and the land adjacent are held by a man named Jost. He is on unsurveyed 
land, but claims that by private survey he has ascertained that he is on an odd-num-
bered section, and has made application to the railroad for the same. He requested 
us to submit to the Department his estimate of the value of his improvements. It is 
appended to this exhibit. It seems plain from the above facts, and from the letter of 
t.he Banning gentleman, that a considerable number oflndians could be advantageously 
placed on this reservation if the whites were removed. It would be necessary to ac-
(l nire whatever titles there may be to tracts included in the reservation; also to de-
velop the water by the construction of reservoirs, etc., probably to purchase some 
small water rights. Estimating roughly, we would say by an expenditure of from 
$30,000 to $40,000 this reservation could be rounded out and put into readineMs for In-
dians. It ought to be most emphatically stated and distinctly understood, that with-
out some such preparation as this in the matter of water rights and channels the 
Indians can not be put there. It is hardly possible for one unfamiliar with the south-
ern California country to fully understand how necessary this is. Without irriga-
tion the greater portion of the land is worthless, and all arrangement8 for develop-
ing, economizing, and distributing water are costly. This is an objection to the San 
Gorgonio Reservation. There are two others. The Indians for the most part have 
an exceeding di.slike to the region, and will never go there voluntarily; perhaps 
o11ly by force. The alternative of railroad sections with the sections of the reserva-
lions will surely lead to troubles in the future between the white settlers and the 
Indians. These are serious objections; but it is the only large blook ot" land the GoT-
crument has left available for the purpose of Indian occupancy. 
Paper No. 1, appended to Exhibit 0. 
[Claim of C. F. Jost and wife for Lnprovements in ~an Gorgonio Reservation, Banning, San Bernar 
dino County. J 
Settled on section 25, T. 2 S., R. 1 E., S. B. M., San Bernardino County, in May, 1875. 
Bought out other white settlers. Hold railroad permission to settle on land; of date, 
November, 1875. 
IMPROVEMENTS. 
House • _ ••.•••••.••••• __ •••••••••...•..•••••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••• --. 
Barn ..•••• ····-· ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ·--··· •••••• ··-··· •••• 
Milk-bouse ...• ··-··· ···-·· ·----· •••••••• ------ •••• ---- --~--- ···-·· ----·· 
Meat-house .•••••.••••.••••..••••.••••••••••• ----·· •••••••••••••••• ------
Granary ••••....••..••.•.••• _ ••.•••••••••••••••••••• -••••• - ••..•••••••••• 
Potato house and cellar .•••••••••••.••••.•••••••.••••• _ ••••••••••••••.••• 
Chicken house ...• _ •.••••••••.••••...••••••••••••••.•••••••••• _ •• _ ••••••• 
Two board flumes .•••••••••• _ ••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••.••••• 
Two 'vater dams .•••.•.•••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••• --·· •••• ·----· •••••• 
Honey-house ...••••••••••••••••• ·----- .••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
~~!rf;~:!f!g~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1 iO fruit trees (mostly bearing this year) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Breaking up sod land and draining land .•.....•.•••.•••••..•••••••••••••• 

















On the 1st of June I will have $50 worth of seed potatoes in the ground, and labor 
$100. It is necessary to plow the ground three times to properly prepare it for pota-
toes. This crop in December of th11 same year is worth $500 to $600 in the markets. 
Have about seventy stands of bees1 worth, say, $300, which, if I am moved, will be a 
uead loss. 
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EXHIBIT P. 
'l'HE PAUMA RANCH. 
The Pauma ranch lies on the S&.n Luis Rey River, between the Rincon and Pa~a Res-
ervations. It contains 3 leagues of land, largely upland and mesa, good for· pas-
tumge and dry farming. It can be irrigated by bringing water from t.he San Lni!4 
Hey River. There is sorue timber on it; also some bottom lands along the river aud 
along the Pam•a Creek. The ranch is the property of Bishop Mora, who made to us 
the following proposition for its sale: 
"For the sum of $31,000 in gold coin of the United States of North America. I am 
(lisposed to sell to the Government of the United States, for the benefit of the Mission 
I1Hlians, t.he ranch called Pauma Ranch, in the county of San Diego, containing 
a leagues of land, more or less, reserving to myself and to my assignees-1st, 2 acres 
of Janel whr.reon the present Indian chapel stands; 2d, 320 acres on one half-section 
on the sout.h side of the public road leading to Pala, whereon the frame bouse stands 
formerly belonging to Joaquin Amat. Terms, cash on delivery of deed of sale. This 
o.fier is made with the proviso that the transaction is to be concluded on or before the 
31st day of October of the present yea.r. 
'FRANCIS MORA, 
"Bishop of Montet·ey and Los Angeles. 
"SANTA YNEZ, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, May 14, 1883." 
Upon being informed by us that this condition of time of sale would make it im-
possible for us to secure these lands for the Indians, the bishop in the following note 
waived that condition: 
Mrs. "WILLIAM S. JACKSON: 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, May 21, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. JACKSON: Your favor -of the 17th instant has been received. I feel 
heartily thankful for the interest you take in behalf of our Indians, and do with ple~ts­
ure waiV(I the condition as regards to the time, and will let the o11'er stand until the 
proposed bill hn.s been voted on by Congress; provided, however, that the purchase 
can be brought to a close during spring or summer of the year 1884, and subject to 
one year's lease, which will conclude December 31, 1884, because I must try pendente 
transactione to get enough to pay taxes. 
Hoping you will reach home in good health, 
Yours, affectionately, 
FRANCIS MORA, 
Bishop of Montet·ey and Los Angeles. 
It should be distinctly understood that Bishop Mora in making this offer, and gen-
erously allowing it to stand open for so long a time, is influenced by a warm desire for 
the welfare of the Indians. 
EXHIBIT Q. 
Proposition for the sale of the Santa Ysabel ranch to the United States Government. 
Los ANGELES, Cal., May 19, 1883. 
Mrs. HELEN HUNT o!ACKSON and ABBOT KINNEY, Esq., 
Special Contmissioners to the Mission Indians: 
Should. the United States Government wish to purchase the Santa Ysabel rancho, 
in San Diego County, Cal., containing 4 leagues of .land, or about 18,000 acres, we 
will sell said rancho for the sum of ninety-five thousand dollars ($95,000), gold coin. 
Respectfully, 
HARTSHORNE & WILCOX, 
By E. F. SPENCE, Agent. 
EXHIBIT R. 
AN ACT for the government and protection of Indians, passed by the California State legislature 
April22, 1850. • 
SECTION 1. Justices of the peace shall have jurisdiction in all cases of complaints 
by, for, or against Indians in their respective townships in this State. 
SEc. 2. Persons and proprietori of lands on which Indians are residing shall permit 
such Indians peaceably to reside on such lands unmolested in the pursuit of their 
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usuaJ. avo.catious fo:r the maintenance of themselves and their f:t.milies; provided th6 
wh1te person or proprietor in possession of such lands may apply to a justice of the 
peace in the township where the Indians reside to set off to such Indians a certain 
am0un.t of land, and on such application the justice shall set off a suffic}ent amount 
of land for the necessary wants of such Indians, including the site of their village or 
residence if they so prefer it, and in no case shall such l'lelection be made to the preju-
dice of such Indians; nor shall they be forced to abandon their homes or villages 
where they have resided for a number of years; and either party feeling themselves 
aggrieved can appeal to the county court from the decision of the justice, and then, 
when divided, a record shall be made of the lands so set off in the court so dividing 
them; and the Indians shall be permitted to remain thereon until otherwise pro Tided 
for. 
This act has never been repealed, nor, so far as we could learn, complied with in a 
~ingle in.stance. To-day it would be held as ofno value in the California courts. 
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